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L I V E  AUCT ION
LA-1
Bulgari Doppio Cuore Diamond Earrings 18K circa 1980s  
Founded in 1884, Bulgari is an Italian jewelry and luxury goods brand that is synonymous with
sophistication, design, and style. These exquisite earrings are 32.5 grams total, 1 1/4” long, and
are set with 3.24 carats of superb diamonds (G color and VS clarity). They are marked with a
double B for Swiss retail store, Bulgari 750, and an Italian registration number. As part of the
Doppio Cuore style set, this design is now retired and considered vintage, so it is not available at
retail. The classic chicness of these earrings makes them wearable from day to night, and they
are guaranteed to add a touch of elegance to every ensemble. If the purchaser desires, posts
can be added to the earrings at no additional cost.
DONOR: Lawrence Jeffrey Estate Jewelers
VALUE: $18,500
MINIMUM BID: $6,150

LA-2
Artist: Julie Heffernan 
Title: Study for self-portrait as an ornament, 2007
Media: Oil on canvas
Unframed Size: 15 ½” x 11 ½”
Framed Size: 21” x 18”
Julie Heffernan studied at the University of California, Santa Cruz and earned her MFA in 
Painting and Printmaking from the Yale School of Art.  She has been exhibiting her works for
the past two decades. In addition to being an artist, she is also a Professor of Fine Arts at 
Montclair State University. Through her distinctive self-portraits, Heffernan strives to make sense
of the world, especially in regards to recent calamities and acts of destruction. Her ethereal self-
portraits speak to her great imagination and help to “envision how we might remake the world
as it is slowly falling apart.” At a 2007 exhibition, David Cohen, an art critic for The New York
Sun, commented that Heffernan’s “paintings are a hybrid of genres and styles, mixing allegory,
portraiture, history painting, and still life, while in title they are all presented as self-portraits.”
Painted in Heffernan’s signature style, Study for self-portrait as an ornament truly speaks to 
Heffernan’s artistic process and mission as an artist.
DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $8,000
MINIMUM BID: $2,500

LA-3
Artist: David Levinthal 
Title: Untitled, from the series Barbie, 1998/2013
Media: Pigment Print
Framed Size: 34 ½” x 30” 
New York artist David Levinthal has been working with toy figures and tableaux as the subject
for his photography-based work since 1972. Past series include The Wild West, Modern 
Romance, Hitler Moves East, XXX, and Blackface. His series Barbie was created to honor the
iconic Mattel doll’s 40th birthday in 1999. Approaching the series like a fashion magazine
photo shoot, Levinthal adopted the style of a 1950s fashion photographer and worked with a
professional stylist to dress and accessorize Barbie in her original vintage clothes and 
accessories, which were based on the haute couture designs of the day—including Balenciaga,
Chanel, and Dior. This print features a Barbie doll from 1960. Depicted against a red back-
ground, the outfit “Gay Parisienne” (1959) features the playfully exaggerated silhouette of this
navy-and-white pindot rayon taffeta bubble dress with a bow at the hem, paying tribute to
Christian Dior. The ensemble is beautifully accessorized with pearls, a net-veiled hat, white fur
stole, full length gloves, and gold clutch. 
DONOR: David Levinthal 
VALUE: $3,500
MINIMUM BID: $1,165
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LA-4
Three Nights at an Oceanfront Home in Watch Hill, Rhode Island 
Escape the business of life and retreat to this grand home on the beach with beautiful ocean
views. The newly furnished home has five bedrooms, each with a full bath, plus two sofa beds,
and sleeps fourteen. Enjoy the peace and relaxation of this New England seaside home.
Whether you want to walk down to the private beach, entertain on the porch, patio and bar, or
simply take in the breathtaking views while enjoying a cup of morning coffee on the master
bedroom balcony, this is the ideal vacation retreat for you. Nestled along the tip of a peninsula
on Rhode Island's southernmost coastline, the historic village of Watch Hill enjoys a 
magnificently picturesque harbor, pristine beaches, and sparkling open ocean waters along the
Atlantic Ocean. A summer resort since the Victorian times, the area offers golf, tennis, sailing,
great restaurants and boutique shops. Available March – May 2015 and October 2015 – 
March 2016. No smoking; pets only allowed with prior approval.
DONOR: Friends of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $7,500
MINIMUM BID: $2,500

LA-5
Artist: William S. Robinson 
Title: Autumn Meadows, Old Lyme, 1910
Media: Oil on board
Unframed Size: 12” x 16”
Framed Size: 18” x 22”
William S. Robinson (1861-1945) made a career of traveling, from East Gloucester where he
was born, to the Académie Julian in Paris in the early 1890s, and on to Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York, New London, Old Lyme, and finally, by the 1940s, to Biloxi, Mississippi. In between
were painting excursions to Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Maine, and New York
state, during which Robinson captured the diverse landscape of the eastern seaboard with a
palette that ranged from autumnal and tonal early in his career to brightly impressionistic in the
1920s and 1930s. Of all the places he journeyed, Old Lyme became his most beloved. Robinson
arrived in 1905 and rented rooms in Boxwood, a former hotel just down Lyme Street from his
colleagues at the Florence Griswold mansion. He returned every summer until 1921, when he
settled in town semi-permanently. After Miss Florence’s death in 1937, Robinson was off again,
to rejoin a childhood friend in Biloxi. The paintings he left behind make it easy today to record
his movements. Though they were done hundreds of miles apart, they are uniformly lovely, the
work of an Impressionist master often on the road but always in the moment.
DONOR: The Cooley Gallery 
VALUE: $4,000
MINIMUM BID: $1,500

LA-6
A One-Year Membership to The Hermitage Club
The Hermitage Club is an exclusive, four-season private club-community celebrating the 
outdoors and family fun, with private mountain recreational activities, an 18-hole golf course
designed by Desmond Muirhead, mountain biking, fishing, a five-diamond restaurant with 
seasonally-inspired fine dining, rejuvenating luxurious spa services, and much more. The 
Hermitage Club’s resort enclave is tucked away in the tranquil mountains of Deerfield Valley,
with access by plane, helicopter and of course automobile. The Club’s 1,800-acre safe, secure
playground is within easy reach of major metropolitan areas. Enjoy a limited 12 month Intro-
ductory Membership at The Hermitage Club, valid from March 7, 2015 to March 7, 2016. The
primary member will receive unlimited access to alpine skiing and riding, 100 complimentary ski
passes for family and guests, clubhouse access, unlimited golfing, 10 complimentary rounds of
golf for extended family and guests, their own snowmobile, and access to other recreational 
activities. Membership is non-transferrable and cannot be shared by multiple families. It is the
responsibility of the winning bidder to contact The Hermitage Club to request paperwork.
DONOR: The Hermitage Club
VALUE: $15,000
MINIMUM BID: $4,000
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LA-7
Artist: Ellen Carey 
Title: Dings and Shadows, 2014
Media: Color photogram
Unframed Size: 24” x 20”
Framed Size: 34” x 30”
Abstract photographer Ellen Carey continually experiments with the medium in her wholly
unique approach to the light-based art form. Carey describes her work as “picture making”
rather than “picture taking,” likening her hands-on process to drawing and painting more than
straight photography. In her latest body of work, Dings and Shadows, Carey exploits the 
photographer’s taboo of “dinging” the surface of the pristine photographic paper. She literally
crumples the paper to create the peaks and valleys that catch the colored shadows the artist
casts with pen lights across the uneven paper. Carey, the featured artist of MATRIX 153 in
2005, is a photography professor at the Hartford Art School at the University of Hartford. She
earned a BFA at Kansas City Art Institute and an MFA at the State University of New York at
Buffalo. Her artwork has been displayed nationally and internationally, including at the Galerie
Emmanuel Perrotin in Paris, France. Carey’s works appear in the collections of local, national,
and international art lovers.
DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $6,000
MINIMUM BID: $1,000

LA-8
Artist: Michael Waugh 
Title: Tweets from Tahrir, 2011
Media: Pigment print on paper, ed. 2/12
Unframed Size: 49 ¼" x 41 ¾
Framed Size: 52 ¼” x 44 ¾”
Michael Waugh is an interdisciplinary artist who has exhibited his work widely, in places as 
diverse as The Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville, Arkansas, and the
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in Havana, Cuba. In addition to his studio practice, he has
worked as a curator and arts administrator, as well as serving on the boards of the Williamsburg
Gallery Association and the New Art Dealers Alliance. His work has been recognized by the
New York Foundation for the Arts and the Pollock-Krasner Foundation; he has received 
residencies from the Marie Walsh Sharp Space Program, the Vermont Studio Center, and the
MacDowell Colony. He is currently on the faculty at the Rhode Island School of Design and is
working on a public school project (through New York City’s Percent for Art program) that is
scheduled to open in the fall of 2016. Like much of Waugh’s work, this piece uses the ancient
Hebrew drawing technique known as micrography, in which tiny handwritten words coalesce
to form representational images. For this piece, the artist copied by hand Tweets from Tahrir, a
book composed entirely of Twittermessages sent during the Egyptian Revolution. Waugh used
the tweeted words to create an image of three eagles fighting mid-air — eagles that also twist
themselves into a gothic letter “T”, which references the font of the New York Times. Evoking
the clash of journalism as well as the social upheavals of the Arab Spring, this piece premiered
in the 100th issue of the New York Times’ T magazine.
DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $4,000
MINIMUM BID: $1,350
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LA-9
Artist: Frohawk Two Feathers 
Title: Levaillant’s Venus and Minerva, 2012
Media: Ink on bleached deer hide on wood frame
Size: 8” x 8” x 2” (each)
Los Angeles-based artist Frohawk Two Feathers was the featured artist in MATRIX 170 in the fall
of 2014. Since 2006, the artist has focused on an epic narrative of the rise of “Frengland”a
fictitious union of France and England. Merged as one huge, colonial super-empire, Frengland’s
complex international saga of exploration, colonization, and world domination is documented
in an ongoing project that commences in 1658 and will one day conclude in 1880. Levaillant’s
Venus and Minerva were inspired by Two Feathers’ trip to South Africa and his discovery of
French author, explorer, and naturalist Francois Levaillant, whose illustrated, ethnographic 
publications of his 18th-century travels in Africa included the source images for these works.
Two Feathers states, “the two women are based on drawings from his book. I added contem-
porary flair with the earrings.” The artist typically depicts his female subjects with earrings dis-
closing their astrological signs—Venus is a Taurus and Minerva, a Scorpio. The detailed hairstyles
and tattooed necklaces derive from the originals. Venus and Minerva were included in 
Washington DC’s Heiner Contemporary’s presentation of Frohawk Two Feathers: "Every Winter
Was a War," She Said, an exhibition focused solely on portraits of women warriors from 
Two Feathers's Frenglish Empire.
DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE:  $4,000
MINIMUM BID: $1,350

LA-10
Five Nights at a Private Home in the Heart of Telluride, Colorado for Six 
Enjoy an adventurous retreat with family and friends in the heart of Telluride, Colorado. 
This quintessential Telluride home is located off of Main Street giving you enviable access to
everything the town has to offer. Skiing, restaurants, shopping, hiking trails and festivals will all
be right at your doorstep. Go out and enjoy the action of the town or stay in and relax while
looking out over the views of Ajax Peak, Bear Creek, and the ski resort. Enjoy these exquisite
views whether inside the great room or outside on one of the house’s two main decks. You will
love how this house retains all the charm of Telluride in keeping with the town’s Victorian era
architecture while offering you and your guests a chic, contemporary interior. Package 
accommodates 6 guests. Dates to be mutually agreed upon.
DONOR: Jay Morton and Michael Phillips 
VALUE: $12,000
MINIMUM BID: $6,000

LA-11
Sponsor-a-Painting: Artemisia Gentileschi
One very fortunate bidder will have the opportunity to sponsor one of the crown jewels in the
Wadsworth Atheneum’s collection — Artemisia Gentileschi’s Self-Portrait as a Lute Player (1616
– 18).  This recent acquisition will be on view to the public for the first time when the fully 
renovated Morgan Memorial galleries reopen on September 19, 2015. Your name will be
prominently featured as the sponsor of this magnificent work for one year, beginning with the
grand reopening of the galleries. This is a singular opportunity to be an art patron (stand
among the lines of popes and kings!) and to have your family’s name linked to our 
spectacular work by Artemisia Gentileschi. A great way to give someone you love an 
extraordinary gift!
VALUE: Priceless
Opening Bid: $6,000
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S I L ENT  AUCT ION
ARTWORK

SA-1
Artist: Bill Adams 
Title: Untitled (Bob with tire), 2005

Media: Oil on linen

Unframed Size: 20” x 24”

Bill Adams currently works and lives in New York, NY, where he was born in 1957. He received

his MFA from Indiana University and his works have been featured in solo exhibitions in New

York City and Miami, as well as in group exhibitions throughout the world. Adams is known for

his intensely captivating, large-scale ballpoint pen drawings and paintings on canvas. In 2004,

Ken Johnson of the New York Times wrote that the artist “makes goofy yet sophisticated 

drawings and paintings” and his “paintings on canvas are made with a raw expressionist’s

touch in drab colors, leaving much of the white ground exposed, albeit smudged and

smeared.” Untitled (Bob with tire) evokes this abstract sensation, and reflects a playful nature.

The piece shows a large tire with a small creature situated within. The fuzzy, big-eyed creature

peers out from the middle of the tire, looking at the viewer with combined feelings of mischief,

fear, and intrigue. 

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $3,000

SA-2
Artist: Eric Aho 
Title: Copper Field Suite XXXVIII, 2006

Media: Monotype on paper

Unframed Size: 16” x 33”

Framed Size: 25½” x 45”

Eric Aho studied at the Central Saint Martins College of the University of the Arts in London,

England, and received a BFA from the Massachusetts College of Art in Boston. In 1989 he 

participated in the first exchange of scholars in more than thirty years between the US and

Cuba.  Supported by a Fulbright Fellowship in 1991-92 and an American-Scandinavian 

Foundation grant in 1993, he completed his graduate work at the Lahti Art Institute in Finland.

Aho is an American painter known for his gestural, abstracted paintings that evoke natural

forms. While Aho works from his impressions of the landscape, he also draws upon major pillars

of art history—such as works by De Kooning and Goya—to define his compositions. His works

have been included in both solo and group exhibitions and are a part of the permanent 

collections of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; New

Britain Museum of American Art, New Britain, CT; and Tufts University Art Collection, Medford,

MA, among others. Aho’s paintings have also been shown internationally in Ireland, South

Africa, Cuba, Norway, and Finland. Aho was elected National Academician of the National

Academy Museum in 2009. He lives and works in Saxtons River, Vermont.

DONOR: ARTIST & Kevin Rita
VALUE: $3,800



SA-3
Artist: Josef Albers 
Title: Structural Constellation, 1954

Media: Rug, pure New Wool on Jute/polypropylene backing

Size:  55” x 80”

Josef Albers was a painter, poet, sculptor, art theorist, and educator. He was born in Germany

and taught at the Bauhaus in Dessau from 1925-30, when Hitler’s National Socialist Party

closed the school. Albers came to America and taught first at Black Mountain College in North

Carolina and subsequently at Yale University, where he was chair of the department of design.

His love of teaching can be summed up in his quote, “Making ourselves and others grow. . .is

one of the highest human tasks.”  Although he is most well recognized for his series Homage

to the Square, his Structural Constellations are major influences of prints, drawings, and large

wall reliefs on public buildings all over the world. In the Structural Constellations series, Albers

undertook an exploration of a set of restrictive parameters centered within a 12” x 16 grid that

can look like a two-dimensional rendering of a three-dimensional object. These are very simple

compositions in which straight lines create illusory forms of objects that could not exist in 

real space. Albers orchestrated these effects and sets the constellations into a kind of 

perpetual motion.

DONOR: The Josef & Anni Albers Foundation
VALUE: $1,500

SA-4
Artist: Bo Bartlett 
Title: A Silver Landscape

Media: Intaglio and silk screen 

Framed Size: 24” x 31”

Currently working from both Columbus, Georgia, and Wheaton Island, Maine, Bo Bartlett is an

American realist painter. Educated at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, Bartlett was

taught realist principles, but he pushed the boundaries of this tradition through his particular

style. Bartlett draws upon the work of realist painters such as Thomas Eakins and Andrew

Wyeth, but he uses multilayered imagery, which applies a modernist vision to these traditional

techniques. His images are based upon reality, but they possess a dreamlike quality that conveys

the commonplace as extraordinary and expresses the beauty of the remarkable. His works have

been displayed in both solo and group exhibitions in museums and galleries throughout the

world, including the Asheville Art Museum, Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery, Philadelphia

Museum of Art, and Torch Gallery (Amsterdam). 

DONOR: Susan L. Talbott
VALUE: $700

SA-5
Artist: Lynn Beaulieu 
Title: Still Life of Crab Shell

Media: Pencil and watercolor

Framed Size: 14” x 21 ½” 

Lynn Beaulieu is a self-taught artist living in Manchester, Connecticut. His practice reinterprets

and distills the physicalas well as the artistic, mythological, and religiousthrough pencil

drawing and watercolor. This beautifully detailed still life depicts a variety of seashells and a

highlighted crab shell on a folded cloth atop a table. Beaulieu's work is part of the permanent

collection of the University of Connecticut Health Center and has been shown extensively, 

including venues such as ArtWorks Gallery, Pump House Gallery, and three Annual Juried 

Member's Exhibitions at the New Britain Museum of American Art.  

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $350
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SA-6
Artist: Power Boothe 
Title: Boundaries #6, 2014

Media: Ink, acrylic, and pencil on Arches paper

Unframed Size: 15½” x 15"

Framed Size: 18" x 17 1/2"

Power Boothe has exhibited his paintings for more than four decades. His work is represented

in public collections including the Wadsworth Atheneum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the

Guggenheim Museum, the Whitney Museum, and the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

His work is also represented in the collections of the Baltimore Museum of Art and the British

Museum in the UK, as well as in many private collections nationally and internationally. Dean of

the Hartford Art School from 2001-10, Boothe is currently a Professor of Painting at the 

University of Hartford. He has received numerous grants, including a National Endowment for

the Arts Fellowship, a Pollock/Krasner Foundation Fellowship, and a Guggenheim Fellowship for

painting. Recognized for his designs in experimental theater, dance, and video productions, he

has been the co-recipient of numerous collaborative grants and was awarded various 

residencies, including an Asian Cultural Council grant that allowed him to travel and study in

Japan. Boothe’s Boundaries #6 is one in a series of eight ink and graphite on paper pieces.

These geometric works are comprised of interlocking lines, and, through different values, v

arious shapes are created and then highlighted by distinctive white lines. Boundaries #6 embod-

ies a sense of movement and entrances the viewer with its hypnotizing linear components.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $2,500

SA-7
Artist: Ingrid Calame 
Title: Untitled (Trace 1, 2, + 3), 2006

Media: Etchings with chine collé

Unframed Size: 24” x 24” (each)

Framed Size: 27” x 27”(each)

Artist Ingrid Calame has a unique drawing process, and this technique has earned her great

recognition. Since the early 1990s, Calame began working with tracing. She goes to specific 

locations and traces marks, stains, graffiti, and cracks of city streets onto architectural Mylar,

from which she then makes drawings and paintings. She cleans up and layers the original 

tracings, and, using different colored pencils for each layer, she creates a final product that is al-

ways a surprise at the end. Going out into the world proves to be one of the most, if not the

most, significant aspects of her creative process. Calame makes beautiful abstract pieces from

the abandoned marks of society, a process which she refers to as a “representation as loss.”

Her work has been in solo exhibitions at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Art Gallery of Ontario,

Canada, Fruitmarket Gallery (Edinburgh, Scotland), and Institute of Contemporary Art 

(Philadelphia, PA), as well as in the permanent collections of the Los Angeles Museum of 

Contemporary Art, Museum of Fine Art (Houston, TX), Whitney Museum of American Art

(New York), and Museum of Modern Art (New York), among many others.

DONOR: Anonymous
VALUE: $7,500
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SA-8
Artist: Gay Cioffi 
Title: Georgia Avenue, 2014

Media: Cibachrome print

Unframed Size: 9 ½” x 6”

Framed Size: 14 ½” x 10”

Gay Cioffi is a photographer drawn to images that please her aesthetically and touch her emo-

tionally.  The natural and man-made world dramatically shapes her sense of beauty – the color

and whimsy of the Caribbean, the light and drama of Italy, and the decay and deterioration of

American cities.  Building features intrigue her, abandoned doorways and windows in particular,

and she is fascinated with the beauty of aging, where Cioffi believes that "time is the artist." In

this work, she explores an architectural vignette composed of an exterior wall surface of thick,

hand-troweled, ochre-painted stucco punctuated by two long slots of boarded-up windows

and banded horizontal decorative trim in brilliant red.  Cioffi has participated in numerous 

exhibitions and her photographs are included in the permanent collections of the Washington

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Dayton Art Institute, Long Beach Museum of Art,

and Las Vegas Art Museum.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,500

SA-9
Artist: Jan Cunningham 
Title: Spoleto, Italy, 14 October 2012, 2013

Media: Archival Pigment Print

Unframed Size: 13” x 9 ½“

Framed Size: 17 ¼” x 13 ¼”

Jan Cunningham is a photographer and painter living in New Haven.  With degrees from the

Rhode Island School of Design and Yale University School of Art,  she has been a fellow at the

MacDowell Colony in Peterborough, New Hampshire, and at Yaddo in Saratoga Springs, New

York. In 2012, Cunningham was the Yale University Art Gallery's Doran Artist-in-Residence as a

guest of Carol LeWitt in Spoleto and Praiano, Italy. Her practice as an artist is based on a close

reading of her surroundings, wherever they may be. The delicate tension in the world between

precision and poetry, and their necessary interdependence, is revealed and explored in her

paintings and photographs. This photograph, set in Spoleto, depicts a tactile stucco wall 

punctured by a deeply set window with sharp shadows. Along the bottom, a softer shadow

borders the image horizontally. A pipe rises vertically from the upper right corner of the window

and out of the frame, creating a strong dark line. The simple composition with a limited palette

illustrates the artist’s keen sense of beauty in the world around her.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,250

SA-10
Artist: Paul D’Agostino 
Title: Abnung Keiner Ahnung 3: la signorina con l’ommbrellino viola/Notion of No Idea 3: 

The Young Lady with the Purple Umbrella, 2011

Media: Acrylic, paper, and canvas on cardboard, mounted on panel 

Unframed Size: 13 ¼” x 8”

Paul D’Agostino is an artist, writer, translator, and professor living in Brooklyn, where he has

been curating art exhibitions since 2008 at Centotto, otherwise known as the living room of his

shared loft. He holds a PhD in Italian Literature and has taught language, literature, cinema, and

interdisciplinary studies courses at Brooklyn College. “A piece I make is not complete until it has

a title,” he says. The interplay of words and images is always central to his work. This title 

suggests a figurative composition when, in fact, the expressive mixed-media collage appears

entirely abstract. However, on close inspection, the “purple umbrella” can be gleaned in the

upper right-hand corner of the panel, where a triangular piece of paper, painted violet, 

suggests the object in the title.

DONOR: Hansel and Gretel Picture Garden Pocket Utopia 
VALUE: $800
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SA-11
Artist: Robert Dente 
Title: Cloudy Afternoon, 2000

Media: Monotype on paper

Unframed Size: 12" x 16”

Framed Size:  22” x 26”

As a New England native, Robert Dente often focuses on the landscape of this region. His 

contemporary approach to the impressionist style conveys the effects of time and light, which

aids in the expression of nature’s beauty and wonder. The artist has been part of the 

Connecticut art scene for some time and continuously produces compelling works. In 1999,

Matt Damsker of the Hartford Courant wrote that Dente’s paintings possess “a certain tonic

dreaminess that never slides into lazy, phoned-in formula.” The artist undoubtedly has a distinct

style, yet his pieces are individually unique and undeniably captivating. Cloudy Afternoon

exhibits the qualities of Dente’s signature landscapes and skyscapes and, despite its peaceful,

soothing nature, the piece "has a way of snapping the viewer to sharp attention.”

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $1,600

SA-12
Artist: Robert Dente
Title: Provincetown

Media: Monotype on paper

Unframed Size: 14" x 8”

Framed Size: 21” x  14 ½”

This second piece by Robert Dente also represents the landscape of New England. Unlike

Cloudy Afternoon, however, Provincetown does not simply represent natural elements, but also

includes a major architectural component. Painted in Dente’s signature style, this piece shows

the recognizable Pilgrim Monument of Provincetown in Cape Cod. Dente’s recent works have

focused specifically on conveying the effects of light on the seaside structures that dot the New

England coastline. Dente previously stated that he has “always been drawn to lonely or 

abandoned forms of life that remind [him] of the transitory nature of time and beauty.” 

Here, the monument serves as the focal point of the piece, yet also blends into the sky, 

creating a harmonious fusion of the natural and man-made worlds.

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $800

SA-13
Artist: Mark Dion 
Title: Wonder Workshop, 2014

Media: Photolithograph

Unframed Size: 17” x 16”

Mark Dion will be the featured artist in MATRIX 173 in the fall of 2015. Born in New Bedford,

Massachusetts, in 1961, he earned a BFA (1986) and an honorary doctorate (2003) from the

University of Hartford. Dion’s work examines the ways in which public institutions and 

dominant ideologies shape our understanding of history, knowledge, and the natural world.

“The job of the artist,” he says, “is to go against the grain of dominant culture, to challenge

perception and convention.” Wonder Workshop is based on a drawing done in his signature

red and blue architect’s pencil. The image also demonstrates Dion’s practice of using scientific

methods to collect, order, and exhibit objects, here, in a wunderkammer, or cabinet of 

curiosities. Displaying both animate and inanimate objects, the cabinet includes an alligator,

horseshoe crab, and seahorse, alongside a spearhead, goblet, and amphora vase.  The 

collection of the Wadsworth Atheneum includes numerous prints by Dion as well as a major

work, Providence Cabinet (2001), a well-organized cabinet filled with “curiosities” discovered

on an archeological dig in Providence, Rhode Island.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,200 page 10



SA-14
Artist: Catherine Doocy 
Title: Golden, 2009

Media: Oil on paper, mounted on wood

Unframed Size: 10” x 10”

Windsor artist Catherine Doocy takes her viewers on an exhilarating journey though the natural

landscapes she reconstructs from memory.  In her evocative Golden, shades of yellow and

green dominate the foreground and sweep us toward a distant horizon.  Doocy has degrees

from the University of New Hampshire and Wesleyan University, and she has participated in

more than 40 solo, group, and juried exhibitions in the Northeast over the past two decades.  

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $400

SA-15
Artist: Chris Durante 
Title: Untitled Drawing, 2011

Media: Ink on paper 

Unframed Size: 16” x 20” 

Framed Size: 17” x 21”

Chris Durante runs and operates a studio in Danbury, CT, where he prepares art work for local

and national museum and gallery exhibits. His own drawings often depict whimsical comic

book abstractions.  In this piece he uses ink to explore the nature of lines and points, which

seem to float, weave, and dance across the darkened paper.  Durante is a member of the 

Silvermine Guild of Artists and teaches drawing as an adjunct professor of studio art at 

Norwalk Community College.  His works are shown extensively throughout the Northeast. 

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $600

SA-16
Artist:  Elizabeth Enders 
Title: Yellow Lilies III, 2008

Media: Colored pencil on paper

Unframed Size: 14” x 11”

Framed Size: 16 ½” X 13 7/16”

New York artist Elizabeth Enders’ work takes a variety of forms: text-based paintings, 

abstracted landscapes and seascapes, and intimate botanicals.  Some of her earliest works were

her florals, inspired by her mother’s love of arranging flowers.  However, as seen in Yellow 

Lilies III, the artist does not make any attempt to capture plants in realistic detail. She explains, 

“I do not have the training to do a real botanical, a proper one (as in highly detailed, scientific 

illustrations), but it really is using the basic look of the flowers and then launching off with some

kind of inspiration.”  Enders’ lilies possess a vitality that brings them to life, so much so that they

burst off the page.  Enders’ prints, drawings, and watercolors are in the collection of the

Wadsworth Atheneum.  Her work was featured in two solo exhibitions:  the Addison Gallery 

of American Art at Phillips Academy and the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $3,200
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SA-17
Artist: Jimmy Ernst
Title: Abstraction

Media: Mixed media on paper

Framed Size: 5¼"  x 4 ¾”

Born in 1920 to famed Surrealist painter Max Ernst and Luise Straus, a well-known art historian

and journalist, Jimmy Ernst’s parents divorced early in his life. During his childhood, he visited

his father in France, where he met many artists, including Alberto Giacometti, Joan Míro, and

Salvador Dalí. His mother perished in Auschwitz in 1944. Ernst arrived in the United States in

1938, and in 1942, the Art of This Century gallery opened with Ernst as director, where he had

his first one-person exhibition in 1943. Ernst was actively involved with the art scene of New

York City, and in 1950 he joined The Irascible Eighteen, a group who protested the anti-

abstractionist bias of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. He was awarded a Guggenheim 

Memorial Fellowship in 1961 and wrote his memoir A Not-So-Still Life in 1984, which was a

highly regarded discussion of  his youth, early years in America, and experiences with art. Not

only was Ernst the descendant of two famous individuals in the art world, but he made a name

for himself as an artist and continued on the artistic legacy.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum 
VALUE: $2,000

SA-18
Artist: Christopher Finch 
Title: Fifth Avenue from the “Tall Walls” series, 2005

Media: Archival inkjet print on Hahnemuhle rag paper

Unframed Size: 13” x 19”

Christopher Finch, born on the island of Guernsey in the English Channel, is a writer, 

curator, painter and photographer. He studied art at the Chelsea Art School in London.  

Well-known for his writing about the English and American Pop Art scenes, his own 

work mines the same subject matter—the imagery that surrounds us from popular 

culture, advertising, fashion, and fine art. Typically, Finch frames the subjects to make 

those images appear strange. Finch’s “Tall Walls” series features over-scale advertising 

banners that dominate entire sides of buildings in major cities, like New York and Los Angeles.

In the series, the juxtaposition of the blown-up, gargantuan models, digitally enhanced 

to perfection, with the comparatively diminutive and gritty city streets is jarring and intentionally

humorous. Of this work the artist states, “It's the west side of Fifth Avenue at 56th Street, 

looking north.  The “Tall Walls” photo mural is on the side of the Abercrombie & Fitch Building,

then just about to open. The nearer building, with the Union Jack reflected in the 

window, is the Harry Winston showroom. Overcast day in September.” Another 

photograph from the “Tall Walls” series was just accessioned into the collection of the

Wadsworth Atheneum in February 2015.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,250
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SA-19
Artist: Patricia Tobacco Forrester
Title: Flowers 

Media: Watercolor

Framed Size: 26” x 31½”

A Massachusetts native, Patricia Tobacco Forrester earned her BA from Smith College and both

a BFA and an MFA from Yale University. The famed American watercolorist was awarded a 

prestigious Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship in 1967. Today, her paintings are featured in

the permanent collections of the Smithsonian American Art Museum, the Brooklyn Museum,

the Art Institute of Chicago, and the British Museum. Her brightly colored, vibrant paintings of

nature received great praise and nationwide critical acclaim. Forrester grew up on a farm, so the

beauty of the natural world always played a significant role in her life. As a plein air artist, she

traveled the world and painted countless landscapes, and, according to Washington Post critic

Benjamin Forgey, her “images of trees, flowers, and grasses, so strong in color, hold the wall

like bold abstract paintings.” Forrester dabbled in other media, but felt most comfortable with

watercolors when painting flowers, plant life, and vegetation. In an interview with Watercolor

magazine, Forrester stated that watercolor “can be finely controlled yet also allowed to explode

in swifts and rivulets. The accidental nature of watercolor – the fact that paint moves across the

paper – is my partner in the work.”

DONOR: Susan L. Talbott 
VALUE: $2,000

SA-20
Artist: Amy Genser 
Title: Full Bloom, 2013

Media: Mulberry paper on Masonite board

Unframed Size: 12” x 12” x 1”

Framed Size: 16” x 16” x 2”

Amy Genser plays with paper, paint, and glue to explore her fascination with texture, pattern, and

color. Evocative of natural forms and organic processes, her work is both irregular and ordered. She

constructs her pieces by layering, cutting, rolling, and combing paper, sometimes adding metal or

wood. It was during a papermaking class at the Rhode Island School of Design that Genser 

discovered her love of working with paper. Her work tries to capture the essence of an experience

or image she has seen, often drawing inspiration from the natural world. She is interested in the

flow of water, organization of beehives, the organic irregularity of plants, flowers, rock formations,

barnacles, moss, seaweed, and aerial views of the landscape. In Full Bloom, the viewer not only 

witnesses the natural movement of the swirling pieces of rolled paper, but can also notice the

amount of diligence, effort, and patience that went into creating this magnificent piece.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,500

SA-21
Artist: Luke Gray 
Title: Strokeworld 0228, 2010

Media: Acrylic and varnish on canvas

Framed Size: 38” x 38”

Brooklyn-based artist Luke Gray attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in

1978 and received his BA in Fine Arts & Literature in 1982 at the University of Pennsylvania.

When describing his work, Gray explains, “I want the feeling in my paintings that one has from

a well-composed photograph . . . as opposed to something that is all over.” This is a crucial as-

pect of understanding Gray’s paintings. He wants viewers of his work to feel as if they are 

looking into a strange but real world, a world made up entirely of brushstrokes. Gray’s time

spent in the city is also reflected in his work, particularly its speed, with the idea that his 

paintings are a frozen object. He questions how painting can compete with film and animation in

this age of technology, which is why he tries to incorporate the sense of filmic time and movement

in his work.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $7,500
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SA-22
Artist: Zbigniew Grzyb 
Title: Untitled, 2004

Media: Enamel on paper

Unframed Size: 44” x 30”

Zbigniew Grzyb was born and raised in Poland and currently resides in Farmington, 

Connecticut. His work has been displayed at museums and galleries worldwide, including the

New Britain Museum of American Art, Paesaggio Gallery in West Hartford, and the National

Museum in Poland. Grzyb’s art has also been featured in the collections of Conning & 

Company, Peoples Savings Bank, WFSB Channel 3, and many private collections. According to

Steve Starger of Art New England, “Zbigniew Grzyb’s oversize, abstract paintings immediately

grab the senses and virtually scream at the viewer that abstraction is still very much alive and

well.” Starger also notes that the artist “exults in creating intricate, almost obsessive networks,

or webs, that spill across one another until a forest of dripping and arcing ribbons of color fills

the canvas or paper.” Grzyb applies this stylistic technique to Untitled, a large-scale painting

that relies heavily on gestural movement and is comprised entirely of swirling strands of color.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE:  $4,000

SA-23
Artist: Leon Hartl
Title: Untitled

Media: Lithograph

Framed Size: 14” x 11”

Leon Hartl was born in Paris, France, in 1889 and moved to the United States in 1912, 

becoming an American citizen ten years later. Hartl was a self-taught artist, yet his works

exhibited the skill of an individual who was artistically trained. Hartl was particularly fond of

creating lyrical landscapes and still life scenes, and he had quite a knack for this genre. Through-

out his professional art career, Hartl participated in several group exhibitions. He had his first

solo exhibition in 1925 at the Whitney Studio Club in New York City and continued to have

solo exhibitions in New York City through 1976. Today, his works are featured in the collections

of the Asheville Art Museum, Smithsonian American Art Museum, and private collectors.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum 
VALUE: $200

SA-24
Artist: Fritz Horstman 
Title: Formwork for Two Corners, 2014

Media: Basswood and plywood

Size: 8” x 12” x 6”

Working out of Bethany, Connecticut, artist Fritz Horstman received his BA from Kenyon 

College in 2001 and his MFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art in 2011. He has 

participated in lectures and performances at institutions such as Yale University, the Rhode Is-

land School of Design, and ArtSpace New Haven, among many others. His list of residencies,

public commissions, and work as a visiting artist includes the Peabody Museum, the Hartford

Art School, and the Stone Quarry Hill Art Park, and his pieces have been exhibited globally.

Horstman creates illustrations, natural sculptures, and videos, but his small wooden sculptures

and installed formworks are particularly unique and intriguing. According to Horstman, through

his construction formworks, he is “drawing attention to a space that is created by the abstract

form of an object” and he feels that his works are “entirely ecological.” These notions can be

seen in Formwork for Two Corners, a small-scale wooden structure that is undeniably natural

and speaks to the utilization and abstraction of objects in space.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $400
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SA-25
Artist: Paul Klee 
Media: Poster print

Framed Size: 27½” x 19½” each

Set of four Posters by Paul Klee. Provenance is Florence, where there was a Klee exhibition years

ago. Firenze, Orsanmichele - Giugno, Settembre 1981-Comune di Firenze, Assessorato alla 

cultura. Paul Klee (1879-1940) was a Swiss-born artist who spent most of his life in Germany.

First involved with the German Expressionist group Der Blaue Reiter (The Blue Rider), founded by

Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc in 1911, Klee was later invited by Walter Gropius to join the

faculty of the Bauhaus in 1920. Nearly half of Klee’s 10,000 works (mostly small-scale 

watercolors and drawings) were produced during his ten years at the Bauhaus. A great admirer

of children’s art, Klee once described drawing as “taking a line for a walk.”

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $800

SA-26
Artist: Ellen Letcher
Title: Get Creative People, 2014

Media: Acrylic paint with collage on paper

Unframed Size: 24” x 19”

Ellen Letcher’s background in painting, printing, graphic design, and photography deeply 

influences her pieces. In her collage series, she uses paint as a form of adhesive, non-art 

materials, religious imagery, and fashion photographs to create intensely energetic and 

unsettling works. Get Creative People contains cut-out magazine photography of seemingly 

disconnected subjectschildren, models, and police with automatic weaponsalong with 

patterned forms, negative space, partial texts, and random frames of bright paint. The enig-

matic result is both seductively innocent and intentionally brutal.

DONOR: Hansel and Gretel Picture Garden Pocket Utopia 
VALUE: $2,000

SA-27
Artist: Sol LeWitt 
Title: MATRIX poster, 1974

Media: Color lithograph

Unframed Size: 30” x 20”

An artist of international acclaim and influence, LeWitt is most often linked to Conceptual art

and Minimalism, although his work is truly singular.  LeWitt rose to fame in the1960s with his

wall drawings and structures, but is known for his work in a variety of fields including drawing,

printmaking, and painting.  In 1974, LeWitt was commissioned by the Wadsworth Atheneum

to design this limited edition poster for the inauguration of the MATRIX program, a new 

changing exhibition series of contemporary art that was launched in January of 1975.  LeWitt

was a three-time MATRIX artist, with two shows in 1975 and one in 2001. No other artist has

had more than one MATRIX exhibition.  LeWitt’s first retrospective was organized by the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1978-79.  Currently, Mass MoCA is exhibiting Sol 

LeWitt: A Wall Drawing Retrospective that will be on view until the year 2033.  He has been the

subject of hundreds of solo exhibitions worldwide since 1965, and his two and three-

dimensional works are included in the collections of the Tate Modern (London), Centre Georges

Pompidou (Paris), Guggenheim Museum (New York), the Museum of Modern Art (New York),

the National Gallery of Art (Washington DC), and the Wadsworth Atheneum. LeWitt was born

in 1928 in Hartford, Connecticut, and had a lifelong relationship with the Wadsworth

Atheneum, where he took his first art classes as a child. 

DONOR: Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art
VALUE: $400
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SA-28
Artist: Barbara Marks 
Title: 1 blue + 4 blue, 2014

Media: Acrylic gouache and graphite on paper

Unframed Size: 8” x 8”

Framed Size: 10 ½” x 10 ½”

Barbara Marks is a Connecticut-based visual artist. She paints and draws; her primary medium is

color. Previously, Marks was the principal of a graphic design studio serving the book publishing

industry, and she is a former board member of Artspace New Haven. Marks divides her time 

between Connecticut and New York City. Marks received an MFA in painting from Brooklyn 

College (CUNY), and a BFA in painting from Lyme Academy College of Fine Arts (CT). She has

enjoyed residencies at various art centers, has been a visiting artist at the American Academy in

Rome, her work has been shown in juried exhibitions, and her paintings and prints are in 

numerous private collections. According to Marks: “I am intrigued by the evocative nature of

color – how it triggers mood and memory – and I am endlessly fascinated by the power of a 

simple shape, an ordinary object, or a familiar place, to stimulate the subconscious and elicit 

narrative.” This notion can be seen in this painting, which is one in an ongoing series. The series,

“relativity,” involves rock shapes that populate imaginary worlds where they hover, float, fall, 

cascade, swarm, teeter, ascend, loom, lurk, drift, flock, touch, creep, slide, swim, sink, cluster,

and bump.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,200

SA-29
Artist: Bell May 
Title: Deshuesadero, 2014

Media: Mixed media, plaster and oil on board

Size: 21” x 17”  

Painter and sculptor Bell May was born in Mexico City in 1973. Her interest in fine art began in

the museums of Mexico City, where a rich history of early and mid-20th century artists with

strong political motives included Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, Tina Modotti, and Rufino Tamayo. A

focus on naïve figuration defines May’s work as well as an exploration of the female human

body and its status as a commodity throughout Mexico’s history. Following several years of

public exhibition and recognition in and around Mexico City, May returned to an intensely 

private studio practice for several years of artistic development. During this time, May pursued a

new visual result through black and white abstraction and three-dimensional, paper mache f

igures in relief sculptures. A powerful rage underlies her recent work which explores skin,

breasts and the concept of deshuesadero, or “damaged goods.”  Issues of female equality and

human rights are at the forefront of her practice. 

DONOR: Hansel and Gretel Picture Garden Pocket Utopia 
VALUE: $3,500

SA-30
Artist: Michael C. McMillen 
Title: Certified Object with Aesthetic Content, 2001

Media: Mixed media

Size: 8 ¼” x 6 ½”

MATRIX 171 artist Michael C. McMillen is well known for his meticulously-crafted immersive

environments like those presented in SIDESHOW, his MATRIX project. In addition, he is 

celebrated for his curious objects with imaginative narratives. This Certified Object with 

Aesthetic Content was allegedly located by the artist on travels somewhere in the past. 

It presents an enigmatic conundrum shrouded in mystery and meant to be pondered 

forevermore. Wrapped in paper, bound in copper wire, and sealed with red wax, the package

begs to be opened. However, written on the back is “DO NOT OPEN THIS OBJECT.” Thus, the

object must be accepted at face value. If the covering is breeched, it will lose its aesthetic 

power and no longer be considered an art object.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $3,000 page 16



SA-31
Artist: Ellen Priest 
Title: Untitled

Media: Gouache on paper

Unframed Size: 36” x 36”

Framed Size: 40” x 40”

Ellen Priest completed her undergraduate studies at Lawrence University and earned a Master of

Divinity from the Yale Divinity School. She has received two Pollock-Krasner Foundation Awards,

as well as a fellowship and grant from the Delaware Division of the Arts. Her inspirations range

from the colors and compositions of Matisse to the abstract-expressionist works of Willem 

de Kooning. Furthermore, Priest finds the rhythmic and harmonic structures of jazz, African, and

Latin American music to be influential to her works. Since 1990, jazz has played a crucial role in

her pieces, and this musical genre has served as the subject for her layered paintings. Working

directly with musicians and composers, she researches the structure and rhythm of music and

conveys these qualities through her artwork. According to the artist, this brush study represents

her “first painted response to a jazz composition” where she tries “to capture visually the

sounds, movement, and space” she hears. One can feel these sensations through this 

expressive piece, which embodies the enticing rhythm of a jazz song.

DONOR: Alva Greenberg
VALUE: $2,300

SA-32
Artist: Esther Pullman 
Title: Seasonal Display House, Cypress, Wellesley College, Greenhouses, Wellesley, MA, 2000

Media: C-print triptych

Unframed Size: 30” x 20” each panel

Framed Size: 31” x 21” each panel

Trained as a graphic designer at Yale University in the 1960s, Esther Pullman turned to 

photography thirty years later. Her interest in horticulture and garden design inspired her in the

early 1990s, which is when she discovered her “ability to communicate emotion and personal

sensibilities” in her pictures. From that point on, Pullman devoted herself to the art of photogra-

phy. Since 1999, she has been photographing greenhouses in a panoramic format of multiple

panels, and was particularly drawn to the light that inhabits these structures. Her panoramas 

examine the changing effects of light, including how light has the ability to shift color, define

form, and create patterns. This particular triptych was born of the artist’s interest in document-

ing greenhouses in local areas, and focuses on the interaction of plants, light effects, 

architectural detail, and design. Pullman has showed at the Drawing Room in East Hampton, 

NY and Victoria Fine Art in Boston, among many others.

DONOR: Samuel R. and Martha Peterson
VALUE: $3,600

SA-33
Artist: Howard Rackliffe 
Title: Elegy for M.H., 1970s

Media: Mixed media and collage on board

Framed Size: 19 ½ “ x 13”

Renowned American abstract landscape artist Howard Rackliffe lived from 1917-1987, during

which he created many remarkable pieces. A resident of Hartford for the majority of his life, 

Rackliffe frequently visited the Maine coast and was inspired by the natural beauty of the 

landscape. In 1991, the Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland, Maine featured an exhibition 

entitled “Howard Rackliffe: Selected Works,” which included works by the artists, many of which

were influenced by the Maine environment. He aspired to capture the dramatic essence of nature

through his landscape paintings. Rackliffe was often regarded as a “contemplative, solitary man”

but also made lasting friendships with many other artists, who he often inspired with his abilities 

to paint, compose, and write.

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $3,000
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SA-34
Artist: Larry Rivers 
Title: Poster of Amel-Camel, 1962

Media: Print, originally oil on canvas

Framed Size: 36” x 28”

Painter and sculptor Larry Rivers (1923-2002) was one of the first artists to explore the figurative

style that follows Abstract Expressionism. By using illustrative material from advertising and 

popular paintings, Rivers created works that have a modern feel.  Born in New York City, Rivers

originally pursued a career as a jazz saxophonist, but he began studying art in the 1940s. 

His pieces combine blurred images with accurately rendered drawings, creating a conceptually

interesting juxtaposition. He is regarded as one of the most important and influential artists of

the postwar era. Andy Warhol said he was inspired by Rivers’ artworks: “Larry’s painting style

was unique – it wasn’t Abstract Expressionism and it wasn’t Pop, it fell into the period in 

between. But his personality was very Pop.” In Amel-Camel, Rivers draws inspiration from a

commercialized logo, Camel cigarettes, and lays a  meticulously, tightly drawn outline of a

camel over a muddled, smudged depiction of a camel.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum 
VALUE: $500

SA-35
Artist: Lucretia Romey 
Title: Orchids

Media: Watercolor and pencil

Framed Size: 13” x 13 ½”  

Born in Akron, Ohio, Lucretia Romey (1934-2012) obtained her arts degree from Indiana 

University in 1955 and enjoyed a career as a painter, watercolorist, quilter, writer, and teacher

whose artworks gained critical acclaim nationwide. She moved to Canton, New York, with her

husband and co-founded and ran the Canton Gallery, taught art, and received honors in many

art shows. Romey’s quilts have won many prizes, and her watercolors were featured in group

exhibitions of the American Watercolor Society, the Allied Artists of America, and the National

Arts Club in New York City.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $150

SA-36
Artist: Allison Schulnik
Title: Blue Dancer #6, 2014

Media: Gouache on paper

Unframed Size: 12” x 9” 

Framed Size: 16” x 13”

Los Angeles artist Allison Schulnik was featured in MATRIX 168 in winter 2014. The centerpiece

of the immersive and theatrical installation was the artist’s new stop-motion, clay animation

video Eager (2013), which was purchased for the museum’s collection. Blue Dancer #6 depicts

one of the central figures in the narrative of the video that comprises elements of music and

dance. Beautifully rendered in a watery gouache, this ethereal figure displays the grace and

power of Schulnik’s singular subjects, generally marginalized characters who would not 

typically be positioned center stage.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE:  $2,700
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SA-37
Artist: John David Scully 
Title: Navaho-Hopi Friendship Arbor

Media: Etching

Unframed Size: 12” x 8 ¾”

John David Scully is a printmaker living and working in Woodbridge, CT. A superb craftsman,

Scully works in a traditional style. Navaho-Hopi Friendship Arbor is an etching depicting a 

tradition in the history of these Southwestern cultures. The scene shows a time when both

tribes would get together, talk, and create a friendship arbor, which would be ceremonially cut.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $350

SA-38
Artist: Laura Sharp Wilson
Title: The Dive Bomber Ghost Flower Crushers, 2012

Media: Acrylic and graphite on Unryu paper on wood

Unframed Size: 11” x 8 ¾”

Interconnected abstract and naturalistic forms weave, tug, bind, and undulate throughout

Laura Sharp Wilson's detailed paintings -- emphasizing the tension between confusion and 

clarity.  Using fibrous Japanese paper as support, she layers shapes and motifs until a complex

balance is reached.  Wilson cites influences ranging from 18th century Indian bed curtains and

Constructivist textile designs to Keith Haring, Yayoi Kusama, and Chris Ofili.  In her work, 

abstraction represents nothing, yet encompasses everything; nature has been disempowered,

yet always overcomes; strands and fibers can be tangled, but also clearly ordered.

DONOR: Hansel and Gretel Picture Garden Pocket Utopia
VALUE: $1,600

SA-39
Artist: Austin Thomas
Title: Free Form Fill-in, 2014

Media: Collage and paint on paper

Unframed Size: 11” x 8.5”

Framed Size: 19” x 12”

Austin Thomas is a NYC-based artist, gallerist, curator, and writer.  She is a recipient of a Smack

Mellon Artist Studio Program fellowship, a Lower Manhattan Cultural Council studio residency,

and Public Arts Fund commission. Her work has been featured at The Drawing Center, The

Sculpture Center, and Art in General, all in New York City, as well as at the Corcoran Biennial, in

Washington, DC.  In addition to large, sculptural, community-based pieces, often designed for

“perching,” her body of work includes intimate and beautifully crafted collages using a variety

of media.  In Free Form Fill-in, cut, torn, and folded forms of printed and colored scraps, 

sparingly embellished with paint, create an engaging, sharp-edged, and layered construction

activated by the graph paper ground.  

DONOR: Hansel and Gretel Picture Garden Pocket Utopia
VALUE: $1,000

SA-40
A Pair of Delightful Caricatures from Vanity Fair
Media: Chromolithographs

Unframed Size: 10½” x 15½” each

Vanity Fair, a weekly magazine of social, literary and political content, was published from 

1868 until 1914. Most popular of its features were the wonderful full page caricatures of

famous men and women of the day, including the judges and lawyers [pictured here].  Two of

the most famous artists who worked for Vanity Fair used pseudonyms. They were the Italian

artist Carlo Pellegrini "Ape" and British painter and caricaturist Leslie Ward "Spy.”

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $400 page 19



SA-41
A Selection of Four Leslie Ward (Spy) Caricatures from Vanity Fair
Media: Chromolithographs

Unframed Size: 10½” x 15½” each

Sir Leslie Matthew Ward was a British portrait artist and caricaturist who’s works were published

by Vanity Fair under the names “Spy” and “Drawl”. His career spanned four decades, during

which he painted 1,325 portraits. These portraits were typically produced as watercolors and then

converted to chromolithographs for publication. Ward worked methodically and often from

memory. He would observe lawyers and judges in courthouses and then return home to create

images of them capturing their personalities. Occasionally, individuals would come to his studio

and pose for him. According to Ward, a good caricaturist must possess “a good memory, an eye

for detail, and a mind to appreciate and grasp the whole atmosphere and peculiarity of the ‘

subject.’” Ward exhibited all of these qualities, and was therefore able to produce caricatures of

great quality. This set of four caricatures from Vanity Fair features images of judges and lawyers,

which were characters Ward was particularly fond of painting.

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $800

SA-42
Artist: Peter Waite
Title: Elizabeth Park, 1992

Media: Print

Framed Size: 25 ½” x 33”

Born in North Adams, Massachusetts, Peter Waite earned his BFA from the Hartford Art School

and his MFA from the Art Institute of Chicago, where he was the recipient of a Ryerson 

fellowship. In 1994, he received a Pollock-Krasner Fellowship and a Guggenheim Fellowship in

1995. His works have been shown in museums and galleries across the country, from New York

City to Seattle. Waite is a “Connecticut artist [who] evokes social memories of cultural institu-

tions.” In a 1991 art review in Flash Art, Victoria Pedersen asserts that “Waite's work is devoid of

human presence.  Drawing on historical places, Waite transfers meaning squarely onto structure.”

Elizabeth Park represents this aesthetic, with its vacant yet hauntingly beautiful scenery that relies

heavily upon architectural structures and design.  Due to the artist’s deliberate cropping and 

perspective, the viewer is placed directly into the image and feels as though he or she is about to

walk through the archways and get lost in the landscape.

DONOR: Dr. Timothy McLaughlin 
VALUE: $3,000

SA-43
Artist: Fred Wessel 
Title: Fry

Media: Lithograph

Framed size: 7” x 7”

In 1984, Fred Wessel traveled to Italy, a trip that had a tremendous impact on his artistic career.

During his stay, he viewed countless Italian Renaissance masterpieces, because he believes  “that

all visual artists, especially realists, should experience and study this work firsthand.” Wessel feels

that “in our search for novelty in post-modernist art-making, we often lose touch with certain 

basics; beauty, grace, harmony, and visual poetry are nowadays rarely considered important crite-

ria in evaluating contemporary works of art.” Instead of abandoning these cornerstones like most

modern-day artists, Wessel strives to create pieces encompassing the “preciousness” of these art

historical masterpieces. Inspired by the Renaissance, Wessel uses contemporary content and

image-making yet relies upon the methods and rich, intense colors of that time period. His unique

combination of traditional and contemporary yields visually stunning pieces, which are included in

the public collections of the Museum of Modern Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art, and the Library of Congress, among many other museums and institutions across

the globe.  This print is a lithograph printed from stones and the entire edition has been sold.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $400
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SA-44
Artist: John H.P. Wheat 
Title: One-of-a-kind, hand-painted  SPLENDORmenu.

Media: Watercolor 

Framed Size: 19¼" x 16½”

Created at the request of Barbara Ward, exclusively for SPLENDOR, this original watercolor

menu reflects all the symbols of Coney Island and the magic of a SPLENDOR evening—from the

toasts at the top to the fireworks and the iconic Coney Island landscape.  John H.P. Wheat has

created an artistic approach to your “Menu for the Evening.”  Wheat’s sculptures, watercolors,

drawings, and oil paintings have been shown at the Instituto Allende, Silvermine Guild of

Artists, and the West Hartford Art League.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: Priceless, Available Exclusively at SPLENDOR

SA-45
Artist: William Wood
Title: Untitled, 1997

Media: Oil on canvas

Unframed Size: 24 1/8” x 18 1/8”

William Wood (b. 1960) is an American painter who lives and works in New York City. 

The New York Times review of his work in January 1997 notes: “The term ‘grisaille,’ mono-

chrome painting in shades of gray, describes the color of William Wood's photographic-looking

works, which give the effect of intricate structures invisible to the naked eye. “ Wood has been

exhibiting nationally and internationally since 1992, and his works are included in the 

collections of the Museum of Modern Art, NY, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,  

the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX, and Harvard University, among others.

DONOR: Samuel R. and Martha Peterson
VALUE: $4,500

SA-46
Artist: Tom Zetterstrom 
Title: Camperdown Elm, 2009 from Portraits of Trees series

Media: Archival digital print

Unframed Size: 16” x 20”

Tom Zetterstrom's Portraits of Trees represents the diversity and beauty of America's forest 

resources.  In his 40-year quest across the breadth of the United States, Zetterstrom has 

gathered images of innumerable species from a wide-range of topographies and ecosystems.

His singular dedication to trees imbues this endeavor with a unified artistic vision, sharpened by

his very personal commitment to issues of local and global sustainability.  In the early 1970’s

Zetterstrom began the Moving Point of View series, a unique approach to seeing the fleeting

landscape from the perspective of moving vehicles. These portfolios are represented in 40 

museum collections throughout the United States. Tom Zetterstrom's photographic career

spans forty years. After graduating from Colorado College and attending Pratt Institute, 

Zetterstrom taught photography in Washington, DC in the late 60's.  His work as a free-lance

photojournalist in the 70's and 80's ranged from the New York Times Magazine and Op-Ed

pages to the Day in the Life of America.  Zetterstrom's documentary portfolios include, White

Russia, 1973 (in the Library of Congress archive), Faces of China, 1981 (sponsored and toured

by the Yale-China Association), and Man and Machine, 1973-1976.  Zetterstrom is the recipient

of the Arbor Day Foundation’s 2011 Public Awareness of Trees Award and is a recognized l

ecturer and advocate for the preservation and reintroduction of the American elm. Visit

elmwatch.org. 

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $1,000
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EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT SPLENDOR

SA-47
Tour of New York’s Chelsea Art District with 
Wadsworth Atheneum Director & CEO
Chelsea is known not only for the High Line, Chelsea Market, and outstanding boutique 

shopping.  Since the mid-1990s, Chelsea has become a center of the New York art world with

more than 350 galleries that are home to contemporary art from artists both new and 

established. Experience the contemporary gallery scene in Chelsea with a guide intimately 

familiar with contemporary art, Director and CEO Susan L. Talbott.  Tour available only in April,

May, or June 2015 and to be arranged at the mutual convenience of both parties.  Purchaser to

arrange their own transportation and accommodations.

DONOR: Susan L. Talbott
VALUE: $1,000

SA-48
Collection and Color Consultation with Wadsworth 
Atheneum Head of Museum Design
Cecil Adams, Head of Museum Design, will make up to three visits to your home to review the

presentation of your art collection to assess the layout and display of the artwork and to help

select the wall color for up to two rooms. Consultation visits to be arranged at the convenience

of both parties and must be redeemed within one year (April 2015 – April 2016).

DONOR: Cecil Adams
VALUE: $1,000

SA-49
Tour of the Wadsworth Atheneum’s Conservation Studio with Wadsworth
Atheneum Chief Curator
Enjoy a one-of-a-kind experience with the Wadsworth Atheneum’s Chief Conservator, Ulrich 

Birkmaier, acting as your personal tour guide.  The tour will include a behind-the-scenes peek at the

Conservation studio and the restored works collection and conclude with a lunch with your tour

guide.

DONOR: Ulrich Birkmaier
VALUE: $1,000

SA-50
Coney Island Exhibition and Partnering Arts Organizations Tour with Chief
Curator and Krieble Curator of American Paintings and Sculpture
Join Robin Jaffee Frank in a guided tour of the new Coney Island: Visions of an American

Dreamland, 1861-2008 exhibition at the Wadsworth Atheneum and the partnering exhibition,

Skeeball, at Real Art Ways. Tour must be coordinated at a mutually agreeable time before May

31.  

DONOR: Robin Jaffee Frank
VALUE: $1,500

SA-51
Tour of Wadsworth Atheneum Buildings, Benefactors and Visionary 
Directors with William G. Delana Archivist and Curator of the Austin House
Join Gene Gaddis, William G. Delana Archivist and Curator of the Austin House in a group tour of the

Atheneum's magnificent buildings, their powerful benefactors, and the visionary directors who 

transformed America's oldest public art museum into one of its greatest museums.  Followed by 

reception in the elegant and private Betty Roberts Room. Tour limited to eight people.

DONOR: Gene Gaddis and Susan R. Chandler
VALUE: $500
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SA-52
Private Tour of the New Installation with Wadsworth Atheneum 
Emily Hall Tremaine Curator of Contemporary Art and Post-War
Patricia Hickson, Emily Hall Tremaine Curator of Contemporary Art and Post-War, will lead this

private tour for up to eight people through the Wadsworth Atheneum’s new installations in

Huntington Gallery, Hilles Gallery and Colt Mezzanine.  Limit eight people.

DONOR: Patricia Hickson
VALUE: $1,000

SA-53
A Private Tour of the American Art Galleries with Robert H. Schutz Jr. 
Assistant Curator of American Paintings and Sculpture
Enjoy a private curatorial tour of the Wadsworth Atheneum’s renowned American collections

led by Robert H. Schutz Jr. Assistant Curator of American Paintings and Sculpture, Erin Monroe.

You and up to seven guests will enjoy hearing about highlights of American art including early

portraiture, Hudson River School landscapes, Impressionist paintings, early modernism, and 

surrealism. Tour approximately 1 hour.  Expires one year from date of purchase.

DONOR: Erin Monroe
VALUE: $250

SA-54
Sneak Preview and Behind-the-Scenes Tour with Wadsworth Atheneum 
Susan Morse Hilles Curator of European Art
Join Oliver Tostmann, Susan Morse Hilles Curator of European Art in a special item for four—

”Sneak preview and behind the scenes”— how the Morgan Great Hall exhibition was 

conceived and executed, with viewing of the Wadsworth Atheneum’s new art storage facility.

DONOR: Oliver Tostmann
VALUE: $1,000

SPLENDID DECORATIVE OBJECTS

SA-55
Gift Certificate to Central Optica
West Hartford’s premier eyewear salon, Central Optica offers one of the largest collections of

frames in the northeast   with brand names   such as Ray Ban, Oliver Peoples, and Anne et

Valentin to choose from.  Much of Central Optica’s inventory is found exclusively at their 

location, and their staff will work with you to find the ideal frame based on your style and 

personality.  Gift certificate must be presented at time of purchase; not redeemable for cash.

DONOR: Central Optica, Inc.
VALUE: $150

SA-56
Complete Eye Examination and Gift Certificate for Designer Eyeglasses 
or Sunglasses
Incorporated into a group practice in 1976, Consulting Ophthalmologists, P.C., has grown from

three to twelve ophthalmologists and strives to offer effective patient-centered eye care. Receive

a complete eye examination (including refraction) by Dr. Thomas P. Ward, M.D., who has been

awarded the Order of Military Medical Merit from the Army Medical Department and the

Achievement Award from the American Academy of Ophthalmology. After the examination,

the professional, licensed opticians will assist you in choosing one pair of designer eyeglasses or

sunglasses (including frames and lenses) up to $800 in value.  Gift certificate not redeemable for

cash and expires March 31, 2016.

DONOR: Consulting Ophthalmologists, P.C. 
VALUE: $1,000 page 23



SA-57
Murano Glass Necklace and Earrings Set, Antica Murrina Venezia
Murano glass craftsmanship, well-known around the world for centuries, is unique in its style

and creativity.  Each bead in the Antica Murrina earrings and necklace set is handcrafted and 

elegantly transparent. The refined colors will match easily with any color and style of clothing

you choose.

DONOR: Costume & Textile Society of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $256

SA-58
Custom Made Necklace from London
Purchased from the Piccadilly Arcade in London, this antique necklace features striking citrine

and coral and mahogany obsidian painted beads interlaced with 18- and 24-carat gold beads.

The necklace is shaped with impressive artistry and cabochon-cut genuine natural emeralds

—a true work of art.

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $2,800

SA-59
Georg Jensen Cold Cut or Lemon Fork & Travel Knife, Acorn Pattern
A storied tradition of silver cutlery is crafted into each item produced by Georg Jensen.  

The “acorn” pattern is one of the company’s most famous styles, now celebrating 100 years of

its making.  This Danish luxury brand is the perfect addition to any silver collection.

DONOR: Friend of Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $500

SA-60
Victorian Pin and Earrings Set
These stunning drop earrings are composed of richly dark shapes to form a flowery piece,

framed in gold with accompanying drop-down accents.  Each shape is interspersed with small

gold droplets.  The set is capped off with a beautiful matching pin that appears to flourish from

its center.

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $250

SA-61
Sterling Silver Concho Belt
Pull your ensemble together with this vintage concho belt in sterling silver.  The weathered

metal design will last the test of time and be an integral part of your wardrobe.  Spanish for

“shell”, each concho is stamped with an understated and elegant pattern, threaded together

by soft leather.  The belt is sturdy and rugged while maintaining an elaborate elegance. Very

Ralph Lauren.

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $1,000

SA-62
French Faïence Earthenware 
French faïence earthenware has been produced for a very long time, and this style is 

distinguished by an earthenware body covered with an opaque enameled glaze that is usually

colorfully decorated.  This assortment of seven hand painted dishes features various regional

styles, from La Rochelle to Moustiers. The distinct decorative quality of these dishes will 

undoubtedly add a colorful and charming touch to any collection of earthenware pieces.

DONOR: Sylvie Glickstein 
VALUE: $500
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SA-63
Gold Liquid Crystal Orbiting Bib Necklace by Alexis Bittar
Described as “one of the greatest jewelry designers of the 21st century,” Alexis Bittar began 

his career by selling homemade accessories on the streets of New York. Today, he is the CEO

and Creative Director of the eponymous jewelry company, and his innovative designs are sold in

34 countries across the globe. Sparkle and shine in this sculptural statement necklace 

composed of curved links of liquid Gold Tone metal work, stacked to create a scalloped bib t

hat glitters with accents of Pyrite Doublets. 

DONOR: Kevin Edward Jewelers
VALUE: $245

SA-64
Gold Knot Hinged Bangle by Alexis Bittar
Best known for his signature Lucite bangles, Alexis Bittar crafts luxury accessories that bring a

touch of high fashion to everyday looks.  From the Lucite collection, this flawless Durban gold

twist-knot, hinged bracelet with black Lucite represents Bittar’s design aesthetic and is 

guaranteed to receive compliments due to its unique elegance.

DONOR: Kevin Edward Jewelers
VALUE: $245

SA-65
Herend Chinese Fish Shell-Shaped Dish with Dolphin Handle
Brush your fingers along Herend’s smooth, white porcelain body and hand-painted design, a

nd you will sense the passion of great sculptors, master painters, and visionary designers 

imbued in this dolphin-handled serving dish. Enjoy the beauty and practicality of this exquisite

serving piece, consisting of three shell-shaped bowls, hand-painted with a classic Chinese

motif, and crowned with a dolphin handle.  

DONOR: Linda Roth
VALUE: $1,000

SA-66
Angela Pintaldi Necklace with Shell and Antique Textiles
An Angela Pintaldi original necklace, this compelling piece stands out by its feature 

embellishment – a large disk-like shell with a lovely weathered cream color.  The shell is 

artfully contrasted with a braided rope of red antique textiles.

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $4,500

SA-67
2 Angela Pintaldi Wooden Cuffs
This set of Angela Pintaldi wooden cuffs features a juxtaposition of light and dark.  One cuff 

is a dark and rich color while the other is a simple and light stain that exquisitely displays the

wood’s grains.  Each is fashioned into a chunky and curvy style, perfect for dressing up an

everyday outfit or adding flare to a formal occasion.  

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $2,500

SA-68
Angela Pintaldi Ebony Necklace
This piece by Angela Pintaldi puts sharp, geometric beads on display.  Each long and chunky

bead is a deep ebony color and is strung together to form a long and beautiful necklace with a

modern twist.  This striking adornment is perfect for adding contrast to any ensemble.

DONOR: Linda Cheverton Wick
VALUE: $2,500
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SA-69
Selection of Six Hardcover Art Books 
Expand your personal art library with these must-have art books. Glenn Ligon: AMERICA, 

created in close collaboration with the artist, examines the works of this pioneering artist, who

is best known for his text-based paintings that draw upon the speeches and writings of diverse

figures. In Mark Bradford, learn more about the artist’s large-scale abstract works that critique

the United States economy and urban society. Regarding Warhol: Sixty Artists, Fifty Years

surveys the effects the famous artist had on generations of contemporary artists. Experience the

artistic combination of sculpture and poetry in Carl Andre: Sculpture as Place, 1958-2010. 

Explore the mind of Forrest Bess in Forrest Bess: Seeing Things Invisible, which features 

small-scale abstract paintings inspired by the artist’s frightening yet intriguing hallucinations.

Lastly, enjoy portrait paintings by one of the most important American painters of the 20th 

century in Alice Neel: Painted Truths.

DONOR: Yale University Press
VALUE: $445

SPLENDID EXPERIENCES/DESTINATIONS

SA-70
Two VIP Tickets to the Artspace Gala
A contemporary art gallery located in New Haven, Connecticut, Artspace is offering you the

chance to attend their annual gala as a VIP.  Enjoy an art auction featuring auctioneer Guy 

Bennett, former Christie’s expert and current Director of Collections and Acquisitions for the

Qatar Museums.  The event features live and silent auctions of artwork and experiences at 

New Haven’s historical Bank Building. 

DONOR: Artspace
VALUE:  $250

SA-71
Fly-Fishing on the Farmington River
Widely touted as some of the best fly-fishing in the Northeast, the Farmington River offers a

scenic and peaceful landscape for an outdoor adventure.  Spend a half-day on the Farmington

River with an Orvis-certified fly-fishing guide.  Antoine Bissieux will customize your outing to

your skill level and goal and is sure to provide an enjoyable and successful experience.  

DONOR: Antoine Bissieux
VALUE: $195

SA-72
Tour of Lower East Side Galleries and Center for Italian Modern Art 
with Riva Blumenfeld
Explore the ever-expanding contemporary art scene on the Lower East Side and a private 

viewing of the Center for Italian Modern Art’s collection with Riva Blumenfeld, owner of 

Blumenfeld Fine Art in Brooklyn.  Guided by Riva, an art world insider, this private tour is for 

10 people and will take you to visit galleries along Orchard, Rivington, and the Bowery.  

A Prosecco reception will follow The Center for Italian Modern Art tour.  Offer expires in one

year.  Black-out dates are May 4 - 11, 2015 and July, August and September.

DONOR: Riva Blumenfeld and Center for Italian Modern Art
VALUE:  $1,350
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SA-73
Connecticut Ballet’s A Midsummer Night's Dream
Enjoy two center orchestra tickets to Connecticut Ballet’s production of A Midsummer Night's

Dream at the Belding Theatre at The Bushnell on Sunday, April 26, 2015 at 2:00 PM.  Artistic

Director Brett Raphael's new production brings to life Shakespeare's classic tale of comic 

mismatches, lover’s quarrels, and fairy dust in a delightful two-act ballet. Join Titania, Oberon,

and Puck in a breathtaking spectacle suitable for all ages. Advanced reservation required by

March 30, 2015 to redeem tickets.

DONOR: Connecticut Ballet
VALUE: $143

SA-74
Lunch at The Barn with Director Lily Downing
The Barn is a new gallery in North Stamford, Connecticut specializing in contemporary art.  

Lily Downing, former Director of Gerald Peters and her partner, David Yudain, will host a lunch

for a maximum of 6 people during the photography exhibition of the world renowned environ-

mental photographer, Henry Fair. The exhibition features images of Fairs’ native South Carolina.

Downing will also speak on collecting.  Henry Fair will join the lunch depending on availability. 

DONOR: The Barn © Downing Yudain LLC
VALUE: $1,000

SA-75
Two Tickets to La Bohème at Infinity Music Hall 
Connecticut Lyric Opera presents Puccini’s timeless romance, La Bohème, on Sunday, May 3,

2015, at Infinity Music Hall in Hartford. The immortal tale of tragic young love, set among the

rooftops of bohemian Paris, will mark the conclusion of Connecticut Lyric Opera’s 12th season.

The opera will be co-produced with the Connecticut Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra, and 

award-winning Artistic Director Adrian Sylveen will conduct. Connecticut Lyric Opera is 

Connecticut's only full-season professional opera company, actively performing in nearly 

every corner of the state. 

DONOR: Connecticut Lyric Opera
VALUE: $100

SA-76
Lucia di Lammermoor at the Metropolitan Opera
Enjoy two tickets to Gaetano Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor at the Metropolitan Opera

House in New York City on Saturday, April  4, 2015, at 8:00 P.M.  New coloratura talent

Albina Shagimuratova sings bel canto’s unhinged bride, delivering opera’s most thrilling mad

scene, and  Joseph Calleja is her tragic lover. Mary Zimmerman’s production evokes the moors

and castles of Scotland for Donizetti’s melodic journey of love and deception, conducted by

Maurizio Benini.  Watch this story unfold from Row M, Seats 114 and 115. Cast subject to

change.

DONOR: Emilie de Brigard
VALUE: $447

SA-77
Wonderful Weekend Escape to New York City
Spend a long weekend at the crossroads of culture in New York City. You’ll have exclusive 

use of a recently renovated, well-appointed, stylish studio apartment with a street 

entrance doorman to assist you. Centrally located near Lincoln Center, the Time Warner 

complex, and fabulous restaurants, the luxurious accommodations on the 25th floor provide

spectacular, south-facing views of the city. The unit features a queen-size bed, a sofa bed, a full

kitchen, and central air and sleeps two with additional room for a third guest on the sleeper

sofa.  Date to be mutually agreed upon and must be redeemed within one year of purchase

(expires March 7, 2016).

DONOR: Laura Harris
VALUE: $1,200 page 27



SA-78
Tickets to the Firehouse 12 Jazz Series
Enjoy a unique experience at New Haven’s Firehouse 12 Jazz Series, where the performance

space is also the recording studio.  You have the opportunity to enjoy any two concerts in the

series, performed in an intimate setting of only 75 audience members.  Witness the creative

process taking shape before your eyes and hear the final product live. The thirteen –week 

series runs from September –December. Expires December 15, 2015.

DONOR: Firehouse 12
VALUE: $140

SA-79
2 Tickets to the Heritage Blues Orchestra Performance
Experience the new Infinity Music Hall Hartford as you listen to the Heritage Blues Orchestra.

Inspired  by country, blues, gospel, jazz, and the big-brass music of New Orleans, the band’s

unique sound earned them a Grammy-nominated debut album.  Performance is Friday, 

March 27, at 8:00 P.M.; orchestra left, row F.

DONOR: Infinity Music Hall Hartford
VALUE: $68

SA-80
Family Photography Session
Capture your family in a portrait to cherish forever.  Published in Town & Country, Martha 

Stewart, and Real Simple Weddings and named one of the best of the American Society of

Media Photographers, IRIS Photography shoots clean, contemporary portraits in a natural style.

Certificate is good for a weekday photo session and 8” x 10” print or a $75 product credit;

available through August 31, 2015.

DONOR: IRIS Photography, West Hartford
VALUE: $325

SA-81
Guided Tour of John Singer Sargent Exhibition at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Enjoy an exhibition that presents Sargent’s portraits of artists, writers, actors, dancers, and 

musicians of his era, many of whom were close friends.  Highly charged, intimate, witty, and 

experimental, these portraits are also records of relationships, influences, aspirations, and 

allegiances.  Through these works, the show explores the underlying friendships between 

Sargent and his sitters and considers their significance to his life and art. Show runs June 30-

October 4, 2015; date to be mutually arranged with lecturer, Page S. Knox, PhD.  A professor in

Columbia University's Art History Department, Dr. Knox teaches Art Humanities to 

undergraduates there; she is also Lecturer and Educator for the Education Department at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art. Included is one catalogue of the Sargent show. Group limited 

to twenty guests; lecturer unavailable August  1- 15.

DONOR: Page S. Knox
VALUE: $500

SA-82
Get Jazzed at the 20th Anniversary Litchfield Jazz Festival
Hosted at the Goshen Fairgrounds, the Litchfield Jazz Festival will celebrate its 20th Anniversary

this summer featuring jazz greats alongside up-and-coming talents in the jazz world.  The event

is jam-packed with stellar music, artist clinics, great food and beverage and a kids zone - a total

experience for all!  Enjoy two seats inside the Mainstage tent on Sunday, August 9, 2015. 

DONOR: Litchfield Performing Arts, Inc.
VALUE: $148
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SA-83
Ticket Voucher to Little Opera Theater of New York Production  
A chamber opera in New York, the Little Opera Theater aims to perform with all the grandeur

of a classic opera in an intimate setting.  The voucher awards you four tickets to the 2015-16

main stage production at 59E59 Theaters, as well as post-performance drinks with the artists.

Next season Little Opera will present L’Amant Anonyme, an original adaptation of Chevalier

Saint-Georges.  The voucher is redeemable for your choice of performance, matinee or

evening.  

DONOR: Little Opera Theater of New York
VALUE: $235

SA-84
Four Tickets to Long Wharf Theatre 
Enjoy four tickets to Long Wharf Theatre’s award-winning productions.  Long Wharf Theatre

began in the unlikeliest of places in the unlikeliest of ways.  Located in a food terminal facing

the New Haven Harbor, the founders had a dream of starting a resident professional theatre

company in New Haven. Now in its 49th season, Long Wharf Theatre is an organization of

international renown producing an annual season of six plays on its two stages, along with 

children's programming, new play workshops, and a variety of special events for an annual 

audience exceeding 100,000. The theatre has received New York Drama Critics Awards, Obie

Awards, the Margo Jefferson Award for Production of New Works, a Special Citation from the

Outer Critics Circle, and the Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre in 1978. Tickets are

valid only for Long Wharf Theatre regular season productions through March 2016.

DONOR: Long Wharf Theatre
VALUE: $300

SA-85
Gift Certificate to Manolo Blahnik
Manolo Blahnik is a name that speaks for itself. A rich history in shoemaking by a self-taught

designer, the brand name was born after Blahnik found men’s shoes too limiting in scope.  

He is now credited with the revival of the women’s pump.  Treat yourself or a loved one to the

biggest name in high-heeled shoes.

DONOR: Manolo Blahnik
VALUE: $745

SA-86
Mayflower Grace Getaway for Two
Treat yourself to a relaxing one night stay in a Classic Room at the Mayflower Grace Inn & Spa

with dinner and breakfast for two.  The Mayflower Grace is located in the idyllic town of 

Washington, Connecticut.  This luxury New England getaway offers a peaceful country setting

for your visit to the Litchfield Hills.  Hiking, biking, kayaking, bird watching, cross-country skiing,

and snow-shoeing are just a few of the things you can experience during a stay at the

Mayflower Grace.  After an outdoor adventure, return to this exquisite retreat and enjoy one of

the many treatments available in the spa, relax by the pool, or read in the garden.  At the end

of the day indulge in a meal at the Mayflower’s Muse, the all-new, casually elegant restaurant

created by highly acclaimed Grand Chef Relais & Châteaux Jonathan Cartwright (beverages,

tax, and gratuity excluded). Before you depart, enjoy a relaxing breakfast.  Valid until June 3, 2016.

DONOR: Mayflower Grace Inn & Spa
VALUE: $1,500
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SA-87
Bring Live Chamber Music into Your Home 
Enjoy a performance of world-class chamber music in the intimate setting of your private home

or other appropriate locale, courtesy of the Haven String Quartet, quartet-in-residence of Music

Haven.  Each quartet member is an exemplary performer who also enjoys work as a teaching

artist.  Among the quartet are degrees from Eastman School of Music, Yale University, Juilliard

School, Northwestern University, New England Conservatory, and Rice University.  Date of the

performance to be mutually agreed upon and 

location to be within a 50-mile radius from New Haven. 

DONOR: Music Haven
VALUE: $3,000

SA-88
Journey through Native and Natural History
Take a journey through 20,000 years of native and natural history with a family membership to

the Mashantucket Pequot Museum & Research Center. Located just an hour outside Hartford,

the museum offers engaging experiences for all ages, from life-size, walk-through dioramas that

transport visitors into the past to changing exhibits and live performances of Native American

contemporary arts and cultures. Benefits of membership include unlimited free admission to the

museum, a subscription to Native Visions, the museum's quarterly calendar, and invitations to

educational events, workshops, programs, and member-only exhibit previews. Package includes

a CD by Native American Flute player, Nakai. Membership valid one year from redemption date. 

DONOR: The Mashantucket Pequot Museum & Research Center, 
Brian M. Burrell 
VALUE: $100

SA-89
Weekend Stay for Two at the Ocean House in Watch Hill
Ranked the #1 Top Resort in the continental US by Travel & Leisure magazine and the #1

Reader’s Choice on Coastal Living Magazine’s 10 Best Beach Hotels in the World list for 2015,

Ocean House offers world-class amenities in an iconic beachfront setting in the classic New 

England seaside village of Watch Hill, Rhode Island.  A member of the Relais & Chateaux 

fellowship, the luxurious resort maintains a full weekend of events for its guests, such as yoga,

cooking lessons, and wine exploration with the house sommelier. Whether you decide on the

Sunday Champagne Jazz Brunch or a sunset cocktail overlooking the ocean, the many on-site

dining options are sure to delight.  Offer valid November through April only, subject to 

availability and holidays only; offer not valid without original letter and letter must be presented

upon arrival and referenced when making reservation; expires December 31, 2016.

DONOR: Ocean House
VALUE: $1,250 

SA-90
Pilobolus Dance Theater
Since its founding in October 1971, American modern dance company Pilobolus has performed

more than 100 choreographic works in more than 64 countries.  Pilobolus maintains its own 

singular style, evolving interplay with shapeshifting, shadow play, and other explorations, while

actively collaborating with the best and brightest minds from professions the world over.  

Pilobolus pushes the boundaries of physical strength and imagination to create unforgettable,

captivating dance pieces.  You and a guest will join the company for an evening of dance at

NYU’s Skirball Center for the Performing Arts in November 2015. 

DONOR: Pilobolus, Inc.
VALUE: $150
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SA-91
Two Main Stage Subscriptions to Playhouse on Park
Playhouse on Park, located in West Hartford, is now in its seventh season of presenting plays,

musicals, dance, children’s shows, comedy nights, and improv to the greater Hartford area.  

Co-founders Tracy Flater, Sean Harris, and Darlene Zoller are committed to bringing quality 

entertainment and educational programming to West Hartford in the form of their production

company.  This subscription awards you the opportunity to see seven of Playhouse on Park’s Tier

One main stage performances.  Expires December 1, 2015.

DONOR: Playhouse on Park
VALUE: $424

SA-92
Stanley Black & Decker Tools to Get the Job Done
“We shall neither fail nor falter; we shall not weaken or tire...give us the tools and we will finish

the job.” – Winston Churchill

Finish all of your lingering home improvement jobs or finally hang that new artwork with this

impressive set of DeWalt tools. DeWalt has a well-earned reputation for designing and 

manufacturing many of the world’s most reliable and best-performing professional-grade tools.

DeWalt hand tools were conceived on the jobsite and built to exceed the expectations of 

professional contractors.  Includes fully-stocked toolbox filled with various hand tools. 

DONOR: Stanley Black & Decker
VALUE: $350

SA-93
VIP Tour at Thomas Cole Historical Site
The Thomas Cole Historical Site welcomes you and five to ten guests to visit the home, studio

and grounds of Thomas Cole in Catskill, New York. Offer is good May 1 – November 2, 2015

and coincides with the exciting River Crossings exhibition featuring the works of Contemporary

artists at one of the homes where American art was created. 

DONOR: Thomas Cole National Historic Site
VALUE: $120

SA-94
Guided Tour of the Yale University Art Gallery
Take a custom tour for up to eighteen guests at the Yale 

University Art Gallery.  Renovated in 2012, the project allowed the gallery to display more than

4,000 works, as well as show a greater diversity of special exhibitions.  The gallery has expanded

its educational programming for the Yale community and the public at large.  The galleries are

extraordinary places for you and your guests to view the Yale collections.  Gallery is closed on

Mondays and tour must be scheduled at a mutually convenient date during public hours.  Tour

also includes the following publications: YAG Bulletin 2014; Art for Yale: A History; Life Liberty

and the Pursuit of Happiness; The Societe Anonyme.

DONOR: Yale University Art Gallery
VALUE: $145

SA-95
A Day of Vintage Shopping on New York's Upper East Side with 
Eileen Pollack and Kathy Marr
Kathy Marr and Eileen Pollack will introduce the world of vintage shopping in New York to the

lucky bidder and two friends. The day will begin at 10 A.M. with coffee and scones in an 

apartment on the Upper East Side followed by shopping in designer consignment shops in the

neighborhood - one of which consigned Jackie O's slightly worn clothing. A stop at 1 P.M. (but

not too long) for lunch and then the hunt continues from 2 – 3:30 P.M. Lots of laughs and

hopefully great bargains included.  Offer good until 12/15/15.

DONORS: Eileen Pollack and Kathy Marr 
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SA-96
Coney Island Memories Gift Basket  
Enhance your memories of the Coney Island exhibit with these four items. The handsomely

boxed Winsor McCay: The Complete Little Nemo 1905–1927 collects, for the very first time and

in full color on over-sized pages, all 549 episodes of the full-page Little Nemo comic strip that ran

weekly in the New York Herald and the New York American.  McCay, who inspired artists 

including Robert Crumb and Maurice Sendak, fashioned the architecture of Little Nemo’s 

“Slumberland” after Coney Island’s Luna Park and Dreamland. Light up a bedside or end table

with this lamp and shade that reproduces “The Great Coney Island Water Carnival.” Relive the

exhibit through the catalog Coney Island: Visions of an American Dreamland, 1861-2008. And

last, but certainly not least, take your family to see all that the Wadsworth Atheneum has to

offer by enjoying the benefits of a complementary Household membership (valid for one year).

DONOR:  Wadsworth Atheneum Museum Shop
VALUE: $385

SPLENDID LIVING

SA-97
Gourmet Basket from Bella Gusta
The perfect gift for the gourmand in your life, this basket from Bella Gusta in West Hartford is

filled with lavish treats.  The basket includes Persian lime and Tuscan herb extra virgin olive oil;

pomegranate and coconut balsamic from Modena, Italy; white truffle oil; an assortment of

spices; and pink Himalayan salt, all beautifully packaged on a serving tray.

DONOR: Bella Gusta Oils & Vinegars
VALUE: $105

SA-98
On Cooking and Painting, with Jacques Pépin
Jacques Pépin is not only one of the world’s most beloved and celebrated master chefs, culinary

instructors, cookbook authors, and media personalities, but also a dedicated and accomplished

visual artist. Presented by the Boston University Food and Wine Experiential Programs, join

Jacques for an unforgettable evening for two on April 22, 2015, at 6:00 PM that will combine

the inimitable culinary guru’s greatest talents: food and art. Each attendee will receive a copy of

the chef’s visually driven autobiography Chez Jacques, and prints of some of his paintings will be

available to purchase. Guests will feast their eyes on some of the great chef’s enchanting 

watercolors and sample some of his exquisite recipes which are sure to satisfy heart, mind, and

soul. Please contact the donor one week prior to the event to confirm attendance.

DONOR: Boston University
VALUE: $350

SA-99
Dine at Capital Grille
Let Capital Grille delight you with an elegant dining experience that includes a menu designed

to suit any palate.  Located on Front Street, Capital Grille’s offerings include dry-aged steaks,

fresh seafood entrees, and delectable desserts.  With more than 350 wines on hand, Capital

Grille’s sommelier will guide you to the perfect choice to accompany your meal.  

DONOR: Capital Grille
VALUE: $200
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SA-100
Italian Night at Carbone’s Ristorante
Carbone’s opened its doors in 1938, and this family-owned restaurant is recognized as one of

the premiere dining establishments in the state. Chef-Owner Vinnie Carbone represents the

third generation of family ownership, and states “We treat our guests as family, at times in fact

even better than family!” He strives to create a hospitable, delicious dining experience for every

customer, which is why the restaurant has been highly regarded by Connecticut Magazine,

Hartford Magazine, and other food publications. Enjoy tableside preparation, fine Italian cuisine,

and a sense of old world hospitality.

DONOR: Carbone’s Ristorante
VALUE: $100

SA-101
Boozy Brooklyn
Brooklyn has long been the home of immigrants, movers, artists, creative geniuses and small

business idols. Over the years plenty of trades and traditions have come and gone, but one has

been constant: beer. Garrett Oliver is the brewmaster of Brooklyn Brewery, editor-in-chief of The

Oxford Companion to Beer, author of The Brewmaster’s Table and winner of the 2014 James

Beard Award for Excellent Wine, Beer or Spirits Professional.  See what the fuss is about with

this 12-bottle library of his work.  Continue to explore the borough’s spirit world with cocktail

virtuoso Peter Thomas Fornatale and the tasty artisan pickles of Brooklyn Brine.  And if you are

feeling super cool, make frozen fun with recipes from the ultra-hip People’s Pops.

DONOR: Susan Chandler
VALUE: $120

SA-102
Hot and Sweet Brooklyn
Life is sweeter and hotter these days in Brooklyn thanks to the passionate work of the artisans

featured in this food compendium. First, get comfortable with cup of coffee or cocoa from

Brooklyn Bean Roastery. Then immerse yourself in the fascinating stories and daring recipes

from some of the brightest stars of the borough’s craft food movement. Cutting-edge has

never been so satisfying and delicious as when expressed in pies, cakes, cookies, and ice cream.

And the chocolate? There is a reason that the bearded brothers Mast have achieved such an 

international cult following. With the full line of 10 bars, you might actually share. 

Or maybe not…

DONOR: Susan Chandler 
VALUE: $230

SA-103
Beer Tasting and Brew HaHa Comedy Experience for 15
Gather the gang and head out to City Steam Brewery Café for a guided beer-tasting by a 

brewery professional of a selection of fine, handcrafted City Steam microbrews.  Refreshed,

enjoy General Comedy Club admission for up to 15 people for a regular Friday or Saturday

Brew HaHa comedy show. All guests must be 21+ with advanced reservations. Comedy Club

vouchers not valid for specialty shows. 

DONOR: City Steam Brewery Café
VALUE: $330

SA-104
Music, Food & Wine Basket
Enjoy a gift certificate to the Boston Symphony Orchestra, a 36-piece box of artisan chocolates

and house-made hot chocolate mix with mugs from Charlotte Julienne, a bottle of champagne

with two crystal glasses and a $100 gift certificate to Charlotte Julienne.  Boston Symphony 

Orchestra tickets can be used for Boston Symphony or Tanglewood tickets or at their fantastic

gift shops.  Valid for 7 years from date of purchase.

DONOR: Claire Pryor and Esther Pryor
VALUE: $800
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SA-105
Hair Cut and Highlights with Celebrity Stylist Angela Cosmai
Angela works her magic at Pierre Michel, NYC, and her own salon in Stamford, Connecticut.

She is committed to making her clients’ hair color look natural and favors a more classic look

involving fewer chemicals and less maintenance.  Angela is sought out for using non-drying

glosses, and she is a stylist to men and women alike.  Item may be redeemed in Stamford,

Connecticut.

DONOR: Angela Cosmai
VALUE: $725

SA-106
Dague Popcorn
This delicious arrangement from Dague Popcorn includes an assortment of their all-natural

gourmet popcorn.  Every batch is made by hand in Connecticut.  The winner of this basket will

receive all seven of their flavors: caramel, salted caramel, milk chocolate caramel, piña colada,

strawberry, just salted, and vanilla cinnamon.  Best if eaten by April 7th. 

DONOR: Dague Popcorn
VALUE: $100

SA-107
Four Tickets to Max’s Chef to Farm Dinner at Rosedale Farms
A vibrant take on the farm-to-table movement, the Chef to Farm dinner allows you the chance

to dine directly at Rosedale Farms and Vineyard in Simsbury, Connecticut.  Continuing their 

tradition of delivering the freshest produce to greater Simsbury, Rosedale Farms will team up

with Executive Chef Scott Miller of Max’s Oyster Bar to bring you a multi-course menu built

around the day’s harvest.  You will dine al fresco on the farm following a tour of the grounds

and wine tasting reception.  Dining at this Fodor’s recognized farm dinner is a chance not to 

be missed.  

DONOR: Marshall and Lynn Epstein
VALUE: $600

SA-108
Chef’s Tasting and Paired Wines for Two at The Mill at 2T
Enjoy a six-course Chef’s tasting complete with wine pairings at The Mill at 2T.  The Mill at 2T, 

a short hop from Hartford in the quaint town of Tariffville, Connecticut, offers an ever-changing

menu of seasonally-inspired fare that The New York Times calls “fresh, enjoyable and 

unpretentious.”  It has fast become a culinary destination for people with excellent taste in

New England.  You and your guest will be treated to this exclusive dining experience at the

Chef’s counter.  Available on a mutually agreeable Wednesday or Thursday night.  

Gratiutiy not included.

DONOR: The Mill at 2T
VALUE: $200

SA-109
Autographed Cookbooks by James Beard Award-Winning Author, 
Dorie Greenspan  
Learn how to cook from chef and author Dorie Greenspan, who was deemed a “culinary

guru” by the New York Times. In her masterwork, Baking From My Home to Yours, Greenspan

applies the lessons from three decades of experience to her first and real love-- home baking.

With her groundbreaking bestsellers Around My French Table and Baking Chez Moi,

Greenspan has changed the way we view French food.  And, finally, in Desserts by Pierre

Hermé, Greenspan and Hermé unveil the secrets of sumptuous chocolate desserts.

DONOR: Dorie Greenspan
VALUE: $160
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SA-110
Gourmet Basket with Iowa Products and Blue Cheese
Since 1941, Maytag Dairy Farms has been handcrafting their trademark blue cheese. Today,

each wheel of Maytag Blue cheese is still aged in their caves twice as long as most other blue

cheeses. Not only is Maytag Blue cheese America’s original artisan blue cheese, but it is named

America’s finest by cheese experts and is internationally acclaimed by chefs and editors as

among the world’s finest cheeses. This basket includes a 4-lb. wheel of Maytag Blue cheese in

its signature glass cheese preserver as well as other fine Iowa cheeses and products.

DONOR: Maytag Dairy Farms
VALUE: $350

SA-111
Experience NIXS Restaurant
Located in Hartford’s Front Street district, NIXS offers high-end pub dining with a contemporary

twist. With New England and American contemporary fare, NIXS specializes in small plates and

seafood with a raw bar, microbrews, and craft cocktails.  As the New York Times review 

suggests, “go with your pals for a drink and a rowdy, fun night enlivened by some pretty 

awesome bar food.” 

DONOR: NIXS
VALUE: $100

SA-112
Ted’s Montana Grill Gift Certificate, Wine, and Merchandise
Feel at home on the range at Ted’s Montana Grill. Created by Ted Turner and George McKer-

row, Jr., Ted’s brings the great American West to Hartford’s Front Street District. The restaurant

boasts the biggest bison menu in the world, and Ted’s has made bison a popular menu choice

today. Enjoy a $75 gift certificate to the restaurant as well as a bottle of Bison Ridge Cabernet

Sauvignon California 2012, a full-bodied and complex wine with juicy red berry fruitiness. 

Show your love of Ted’s with your new Ted’s T-shirt, hat, and Tervis tumbler.

DONOR: Ted’s Montana Grill
VALUE: $135

SA-113
Thai for Two
Reviewed as a "wholly unexpected and delicious moment of discovery...," by the New York

Times, Hamden, CT’s The Terrace will serve up unforgettable Thai cuisine for you and a guest.

Chef Amy Wongwiwat , who was born in Thailand and studied cooking in France under the

founder of nouvelle cuisine, Paul Bocuse, has earned multiple degrees, studying in both 

England and Hawaii. From Chef Amy’s kitchen expect an incredible balance and contrasts of

flavors—salty, sweet, hot and sour. Heavenly aromas of sweet coconut and lemongrass and 

the bold flavors of spicy curry and lime will leave you asking for more. 

DONOR: The Terrace
VALUE: $70

SA-114
Thomas Hooker Brewing Company Tour and Tasting for Four
Proudly named after the founder of Hartford, the Thomas Hooker Brewing Company is a local

brewery with a national reputation. The brewery has been crafting beers for two decades and

creates a product that promotes local pride. You and three guests will join a Friday or Saturday

tour and tasting event.  Try one (or more) of the brewery’s thirteen unique handcrafted beers 

of excellent quality, freshness, and award-winning taste. For more information, 

visit www.hookerbeer.com. 

DONOR: Thomas Hooker Brewing Company
VALUE: $40
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SA-115
Lunch for Two at Union League Café
Enjoy a delectable meal at this New Haven restaurant that exudes the conviviality and Old

World charm of a Parisian brasserie.  Combining the best of classical French traditions with 

contemporary approaches, the Union League Café offers award-winning cuisine in the 

Beaux-Arts inspired dining room and sophisticated club room.  Lunch does not include tax, 

gratuity, or beverage.

DONOR: Union League Café
VALUE: $75

THE SPLENDOR OF THE VINE

SA-116
Private Reserve Madeira Wine
This Portuguese wine was a favorite of Washington and Jefferson and was used as the toast at the

signing of the Declaration of Independence. Importers of this wine have a special agreement with

the Portuguese Government and the Madeira Wine Association to be the only importers of

Madeira wine by barrel into the U.S. This wine is privately bottled and rarely available. It is only

available to the public when sold by the glass during the feast at the Portuguese Festival in New

Bedford, Massachusetts. Usually at least 10 years old, but varies each year.  It is semi-sweet and a

rich amber color.

DONOR: John Alves
VALUE: $100

SA-117
Bottle of Chateau Palmer, 1998 
Chateau Palmer may have been classified a Third Growth in 1855, but today it routinely 

challenges Chateau Margaux for "best of the appellation" status. This vintage is very deep 

purple-ruby. Perfumed with ripe aromas of blackberry and vanilla, it is high-pitched, but thick in

the mouth, with a sweet flavor of blackberry syrup and firm underlying backbone.  It finishes

with very strong, dark berry fruit and big, tongue-coating tannins.

DONOR: Anonymous 
VALUE: $225

SA-118
Magnum of Chateau Margaux, 1981 
In weight and texture, the 1981 Margaux is closest in style to the 1979. It is an outstanding

wine, even in the company of the monumental wines of 1982, 1983, and 1986.  It is still very

dark ruby, purple-colored. The aromatics suggest ripe cassis fruit, spicy vanilla oakiness, and 

violets. On the palate, the wine is medium-bodied, concentrated, tannic, and 

extremely long. It is just beginning to open and evolve.

DONOR: Anonymous 
VALUE: $960
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SA-119
Savoring Smoke and Peat - A Custom-Curated Scotch Tasting
Scotch is more than an indulgence; it is a toast to civilization.  Explore the centuries-old allure

with Scotch whisperer Jacob Studenroth, owner of The Wise Old Dog in West Hartford. Learn

how Scotch is made, its history, geographic variation, and the subtleties of barrel finishing. 

Thrill your palate with a tasting of very fine whiskies, accompanied by small bites, at the 

gracious Farmington home of Duff Ashmead and Eric Ort. The final extravagance? Exquisite

Scotch-scented truffles by chocolatier and pastry chef Esther Pryor. For 8 people, at the 

convenience of all parties. 

DONORS: Jacob Studenroth, The Wise Old Dog; Duff Ashmead & Eric Ort; 
Esther Pryor
VALUE:  $800

SA-120
Zenato Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Sergio Zenato Riserva 2008
WS Score 93 points. Flavors of plum sauce, dark chocolate, date and herb-marinated black 

olive are rich and ripe up front, with fine integration of the muscular tannins, bright acidity and

smoky minerality. This shows a finesse belied by the exuberant nose, with a lasting fruit finish.

Drink now through 2030.

DONOR: Big Y Table and Vine
VALUE: $125

SA-121
6 bottles of Champagne, Veuve Clicquot Reserve 1996
La Grande Dame: each bottle locked in original presentation box in excellent condition, 

climate controlled storage since 2000. A superb vintage…it is the finest vintage since 1990

(Robert Parker).

DONOR: Friend of the Wadsworth Atheneum
VALUE: $750

SA-122
DOW'S 1994 Vintage Porto 
Dow’s Vintage Port is unquestionably one of the world’s finest wines. It is produced only in the

most exceptional years, some two or three times every decade. For nearly two centuries Dow’s

Vintage Ports have been renowned for their superb quality and their distinctive style, being

slightly drier than most. This vintage, bottled in 1996, balances opulent red fruits with mineral

and eucalyptus tones and has the Dow's characteristic drier finish. Its great depth and structure

make it delicious now, but it will also continue to age in the bottle for years to come. 

DONOR: Gillette Ridge Wines
VALUE: $120

SA-123
Time for Wine?  Any time!
The recipe for a fun gathering:

A dozen Riedel O crystal red wine glasses

Add Ken Wright Cellars Pinot Noir

Serve on an enameled “gatherings tray.” 

Winning bidder need only prepare the canapés and invite friends.  

A perfect party offering!

DONOR: Great Supporters of the Wadsworth Atheneum 
VALUE: $250 
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SA-124
Case of Jordan Cabernet Sauvignon
Every vintage of Jordan Cabernet Sauvignon is crafted with a focus on a perfect balance 

between beautiful fruit, silky tannins, and a lingering finish. From the Jordan Winery in 

Healdsburg, California, the Jordan Cabernet Sauvignon has concentrated aromas of cassis,

cherry, cedar, red rose petal, and tobacco, which combine complexly with flavors of red currant,

cherry, blackberry, blueberry, and a hint of vanilla from oak aging. Round tannins balance and

support the medium-bodied wine’s ripe fruit. The wine shows beautifully in its youth and will

continue to age gracefully for a decade or more.

DONOR: James B. Lyon 
VALUE: $680

SA-125
Masút Pinot Noir Estate Vineyard Mendocino County, 2012 
Rated 95 points by Greg Walter's PinotReport, the 2012 Masút Pinot Noir Estate Vineyard 

Mendocino County has a medium-deep ruby color, complex, dark, earthy cherry aromas and

deep, complex dark cherry and plum flavors with earthy, savory spice notes. Some tannin and

oak combine with silky texture, good structure, and balance for a long finish. This deep and

many-layered Pinot has great structure and length. The wine is brilliant ruby to the rim, infused

with high-toned aromas of black cherry, raspberry, and sweet herbs, lightly framed by 

new-wood cedar. Rich and juicy on the attack, it tastes of wild-berry preserves, still finishing

with the textbook vibrancy that speaks so eloquently of those moist, chilly nights in the 

Mendocino hills. Drink now for its primary-fruit opulence or lay down for 5-7 years in a 

cool cellar.

DONOR: Hank Martin 
VALUE: $80

SA-126
2012 Anniversary Issue of Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon (2 bottles)
Caymus Vineyard knows how to deliver flavor and deliciousness.  According to Robert Parker’s

Wine Advocate, this special issue in honor of Caymus’s 40th anniversary has dense purple/black

color, copious quantities of crème de cassis and blackberry fruit, silky tannins, a voluptuous 

texture, and stunning purity as well as length. Like most vintages of Caymus, it will last for 20-

25 years. Rated 96 by Wine Advocate.  

DONOR:  Thomas McEachin 
VALUE: $150

SA-127
Eight Bottles of Assorted Red Wines
Indulge in the wines of four great wine-producing countries.  From Puglia, Italy:  2 bottles of

2011 Corsiero Nero, Nero di Troia, a deeply colored wine with layered wild blackberry, 

violet, and subtle smoky vanilla characters. From Cariñena, Spain:  2 bottles of 2012 El

Bombero, produced from ripe, old vine Garnacha, known for their bold, concentrated flavors

and richness.  From Côtes Catalanes, France: 2 bottles of 2012 Le XV du Président, Grenache

Noir, with fresh damson fig and dark chocolate aromas and flavors.  From California, US: 

2 bottles of 2013 Forbes Creek, Cabernet Sauvignon from the volcanic soil of the Red Hills of

the Lake County, yielding aromas and flavors of blackberry, black pepper, and ripe summer

berries. 

DONOR: Shirley Randazzo
VALUE: $140
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SA-128
Two Bottles of Fine Spanish Wine 
“El Nido” is a blend of Monastrell and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes from the Jumilla region of

Spain, known for its full-bodied red wines. Aged for 20-24 months in both French and 

American oak, the wine is velvety with cherry, chocolate, and licorice notes. “Alto Moncayo”,

made from the Garnacha grape, comes from the Campo de Borja region of Spain. From vines

between 40 and 70 years old, the wine is aged in new barrels for 20 months. Complex nose,

with balsamic aromas, redolent of black fruit, and well-structured.

DONOR:  John and Garrett Reynolds
VALUE: $220

SA-129
Fine Wine
This assortment of fine wine includes a 2011 Chappellet Signature Cabernet Sauvignon filled

with plush, ripe fruit and an abundance of spice.  On the nose, enticing layers of dark cherry

and blackberry combine with rich Bordeaux aromatics of sweet tobacco and cedar.  This wine is

given a 90-point rating in Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar.  Also included is a 2012

Chappellet Napa Valley Merlot with gorgeous aromas of cherry, pomegranate, black currant,

anise, cedar and fresh herbs, with oak-inspired notes of chocolate and coffee, adding richness

and depth. Lastly, you will receive a 2012 Chappellet Vineyard Dutton Ranch Pinot Noir.  The

voluptuous wine displays aromas of wild berries, black cherry and currant, as well as layers of

sweet oak and roasted coffee.  On the palate there is a lovely blend of deep, ripe fruit and

notes of earth and spice.  Lingering hints of anise and dark chocolate carry through the velvety 

mid-palate and long satisfying finish. 

DONOR: Janet & Wayne Rawlins
VALUE: $143

SA-130
Krug Clos du Mesnil 1988 in Original Packing
WS score 97 points. A glorious Champagne that expresses both fresh fruit and nutty, mature ele-

ments. The interplay of spring blossoms, citrus and honey, with hazelnut, coffee and fresh grains

against a backdrop of finesse and depth, creates a dramatic impression. Best from 2004 - 2015.

VALUE: $2,000
DONOR: David and Linda Roth

SA-131
“The Manhattan Project” Cocktail Basket
If the martini is the undisputed king of gin drinks, the 

Manhattan rules the whiskey ones.  According to legend, the Manhattan was created some

140 years ago at New York City’s Manhattan Club for a banquet held by Jennie Jerome, 

Winston Churchill’s Brooklyn-born mother.  This “Manhattan Project” basket includes every-

thing you need to make this legendary beverage and serve it up “Mad Men” style.

DONOR: Tom and Barbara Ward
VALUE: $175
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SA-132
Red, White & Rose Wine Basket
2007 Seghesio Old Vines Zinfandel

2008 Far Niente Chardonnay

2013 Etude Pinot Noir Rose

DONOR: Michael & Cindy Klein
VALUE: $150

LATE ADDITIONS!
SA-133
Family Climbing Adventure for Six
Visit the Adventure Park in Storrs for a total family climbing experience! Choose from 

multiple aerial trails – beginner through advanced levels. All trails include combinations 

of zip lines and challenge bridges between tree platforms and they last for up to two hours. 

Valid through the 2015 season. Ages 7 or older.  Weight limit 265 pounds.

DONOR: The Adventure Park
VALUE: $228

SA-134
Artist: Marcia Reid Marsted
Title: Medici Stars

Media: Photograph

Size: 61” x 35”

Marcia Reid Marsted’s ethereal photographs have been shown in solo and group exhibitions in

Hartford, Boston and New York as well as other places in the U.S. Marsted has been a Resident at

the Vermont Studio Center and Visiting Artist at the American Academy in Rome. She is a 

recipient of grants from the Connecticut Commission on the Arts and the Greater Hartford Arts

Council. Marcia’s work is represented in a number of public and private collections including 

Bibliotheque Nationale, The Grover Collection, The Sol LeWitt Collection, and The William Benton

Museum of Art at the University of Connecticut.

DONOR: ARTIST
VALUE: $2,500
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